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Preface

When I started my PhD in the Quantum Photonics Group some time ago and the

first gatesweeps were completed I thought a little bit naively that this spin quantum

jump project that wc were working on would actually be finished quite soon; the

only problem occupying us was — as I thought — our measurement speed and

therefore it was of purely technical nature. In particular, there was no reason why

wc should not be able to solve it and a period of frustration began after working on

this technical problem without success. Luckily, this period passed after we found

out about spin pumping, teaching us that physics really works but sometimes it

takes its time. After all a spin quantum jump measurement, which is still to be

shown, is also a, technical challenge but more importantly at that moment we had

not yet understood the physics behind. When the insight came, it lead to a possible

solution given by Faraday rotation. Looking backwards, from these experiences I

have learned to always stay prepared for surprises — and it were in particular these

surprises that made these experiments exciting.

As the title suggests, this thesis has its focus on the preparation, the study of

the dynamics and the measurement of a single spin confined in a quantum dot. All

measurements are performed by optical means which places them at the interface

between quantum optics and solid-state physics; further, quantum dot spins have

become interesting for the field of quantum information processing [l] [2] [3] [4] due

to their potential scalability. 20-msec relaxation times in the same type of quantum

dots [5] and 170-msec relaxation and 10-/isec decoherence times in similar dots

[6-8] have been demonstrated. Together with the possibility of using ultrashort

laser pulses for gate operation this system could allow many operations within a

decoherence time. Further, coherent manipulation of singlet-triplet states, on similar

quantum dots, has been demonstrated [8, 9].

Chapter 1 is an introduction to quantum dots starting out with the materials and

optics aspect and concluding with an experimental as well as theoretical description

of the transmission measurement technique used throughout this work. Chapter 2

introduces a method to prepare a single confined quantum dot spin with high fidelity;

the underlying physical mechanisms as well as the spin dynamics arc discussed and
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complemented by further measurements in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is devoted to the

measurement of spin using Faraday rotation and an outlook is given in Chapter 5

which indicates possible experimental paths for the continuation of the presented

work, in particular the ./V-shot measurement.
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Summary

In this dissertation the fundamental physical system of a single spin confined in

a self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dot is studied. To achieve control over the

number of electrons in the quantum dot, a Schottky hctcrostructure is used. It

is demonstrated that spin pumping into the spin-up or spin-down state using a

resonant laser can be achieved with a fidelity exceeding 99.8%. This corresponds

to an initialization of the spin state and is therefore an important result for the

use of quantum dot spins in the field of quantum information processing. Further,

it is shown that the time-averaged spin state can be measured via spin-dependent

Faraday rotation of a far-off resonant laser field. For this experiment the spin is

fixed in one of its two states using a weak resonant state preparation laser. In

addition, the underlying physical mechanisms that determine the dynamics of the

single spin are investigated; fundamental spin-reservoir interactions arc hypcrfine

interaction with a nuclear spin ensemble, exchange coupling with a nearby Fermi

sea and coupling to the phonon bath.

All experiments are performed using high-resolution transmission spectroscopy.

In this scheme, the spin-dependent absorption of laser light due to the quantum dot

optical transitions is measured. To study spin dynamics we measure the degree of

resonant absorption which results from a competition between optical spin pumping

induced by the resonant laser field and spin relaxation induced by the spin-reservoir

interactions. Wc show that the strength of spin relaxation generated by the three

fundamental interactions can be changed by up to five orders of magnitude upon

varying the applied electric and magnetic fields.

This work paves the way for an all-optical single-shot measurement as well as the

coherent manipulation of a single quantum dot spin.
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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Dissertation wird ein Spin untersucht, der in einem einzelnen selbstorgani-

sierten InAs/GaAs Quantenpunkt lokalisiert ist. Um die Zahl der Elektronen in dem

Quantenpunkt zu kontrollieren, wird eine Heterostruktur ähnlich einer Schottkydi-

ode verwendet. Es wird gezeigt, dass der Spin optisch, mit Hilfe eines resonanten

Lasers, in den spin-up oder spin-down Zustand gepumpt werden kann mit einer Fi-

delität > 99.8%. Dies stellt eine Initialisierung des Spinzustandes dar und ist daher

ein wichtiges Ergebnis für die Nutzung von Quantenpunkt-Spins in der Quantenin¬

formationsverarbeitung. Zusätzlich wird eine zeitgemitteltc Spinmessimg realisiert,

die die spinabhängige Faradayrotation eines stark verstimmten Lasers ausnutzt. In

diesem Experiment wird zusätzlich ein schwacher, resonanter Initialisierungs-Laser

verwendet, der den Spin in einem seiner beiden Zustände fixiert. Weiterhin werden

die zugrundeliegenden physikalischen Mechanismen identifiziert, die die Dynamik

des lokalisierten Spins bestimmen; die fundamentalen Spin-Reservoir Wechselwir¬

kungen sind hierbei HyperfeinwechselWirkung mit einem Ensemble von Kernspins,

Austauschkopplung mit einem Fermi-See und Kopplung ans Phononen-Rcscrvoir.

Alle Experimente werden durchgeführt mit Hilfe von hochauflösender Laser-

Transmissionsspektroskopie. Dabei wird die durch die spinabhängigen optischen

Übergänge des Quantenpunktes induzierte Absorption von Laserlicht gemessen. Ins¬

besondere können hierdurch Informationen über die Spindynamik durch die Stärke

der gemessenen Absorption gewonnen werden, die durch ein Gegenspiel von einer¬

seits optischem Spinpumpen und andererseits Spinrelaxation bestimmt wird. Wir

demonstrieren, dass die Spinrelaxationszeit, die durch die drei genannten funda¬

mentalen Wechselwirkungen bestimmt wird, bei geeigneter Wahl des angelegten

elektrischen Feldes und Magnetfeldes um fünf Grössenordnungcn verlängert werden

kann.

Die hier präsentierten Ergebnisse ebnen den Weg für eine Single-shot Spinmessung

sowie für die kohärente Manipulation eines Quantenpunkt-Spins.
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1 Introduction

In the last decades there has been a lot of interest in the study of low-dimensional

nanostructures. Enabled by the development of sophisticated growth techniques

such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and

nano-fabrication commonly used in semiconductor device production, the fabrica¬

tion and study of quantum well hcterostructures (2D), nanowires (ID) and quantum

dots (OD) was made possible. In a quantum dot (QD) carriers are confined in three

dimensions on nanometer scales. This lab realization of the particlc-in-a,-box text¬

book example, which generations of physicists were studying in their undergraduate

courses, results, a« the example dictates, in a quantization of the particles' energies.

There are certainly different paths to impose a potential that varies over small

enough length scales. The results in this thesis have been obtained with MBE-

grown self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs, which is probably the most studied type

of self-assembled QDs. These QDs formed by a strain-induced process and the

confinement is determined by the large bandgap difference between InAs and GaAs.

In particular, there is confinement for electrons and holes. Among the family of

self-assembled QDs, also other materials such as CdSe/ZnSe can be used instead of

InAs/GaAs.

An approach of a three-dimensional electron confinement that allows for maxi¬

mum in-situ control of the QD properties, i.e. shape of the confinement, leads to

electrically (lithographically) defined QDs. Here, gates are fabricated on top of a

two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), which can be controllably depleted under the

gates when a voltage is applied. By means of these gate electrodes a confinement

with a typical quantization energy of ^lmeV is created. This type of QDs is usu¬

ally studied by transport experiments. Further, there are chemically synthesized

colloidal QDs, mostly based on CdSe/ZnS.

In the following we will focus on the basic electronic and optical properties of our

QDs.
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1.1 Growth of self-assembled quantum dots

As already mentioned, the fabrication of self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs has been

enabled by the development of MBE growth, which allows for controlled deposition

on the scale of atomic monolayers. Further, the material composition can be changed

with the same resolution.

After such a change in material composition the new material initially grows at the

atomic positions i.e. with the same lattice constant as the host material and a weMmg

layer is formed as depicted in Fig. 1.1 (left). The larger the mismatch of lattices

constants between the two materials, the more strain is built up during growth,

eventually leading to a release of strain. This means that the atomic positions

are reorganized in order to form a configuration with lower energy. In general

the strain release process leads to dislocations and defects. In contrast, growth is

called coherent if strain is released without abrupt deformations of the lattice. This

growth mode is called Stranski-Krastanov growth and produces droplets of InAs on

the GaAs substrate after deposition of ^1.6 monolayers [Fig.1.1 (middle)].

In a final step, these islands are partially covered by GaAs before the sample is

heated up in order to partially remove In atoms from the top of the islands. This

partially covered islands (PCI)-technique leads to a blue-shift of the QD optical

transitions to a regime where Silicon detectors are efficient. The QDs are then

covered with a ^150nm thick GaAs layer in order to spatially separate the QDs

from surface states which are formed at the GaAs/vaeuum interface.

Wetting
QDs Dislocations

E
,3;

c

a 10-i
a

0
0.0 16 2.0 24 2.8

InAs coverage (ML)

Figure 1.1: Formation of quantum dots.

As the Indium source is placed at an angle to the substrate, a density gradient of

QDs across the wafer is produced. This gradient is quite steep and can be observed

in a photoliiminescence image, as shown in Fig.1.2. Here, the sample has been moved

^M
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in ste|)s of ~1.5mm. The black area on each of the three snapshots is approximately

200/nnxl70//m.

Figure 1.2: Snapshots oi QD photoluminescenoe at different positions along the

density gradient, taking steps of ^ 1.5mm.

The QDs are formed on the substrate at random positions; further, the exact

QD properties such as shape and strength of confinement can onlv be determined

with an uncertainty during the growth process; this randomness leads to an inlio-

mogenous broadening of ~ lOmeV in the QD emission wavelength, which is huge

compared to the narrow radiative linewidths of ^ 2/yeV. There are efforts to control

the QT) nucleation points, however, to date the liest spectral properties (such as

narrow lifetime-limited Imewidths) have so far onlv been achieved with QDs grown

at random sites.

1.2 Confinement and Coulomb renormalization

Since the QDs are lens-shaped with height ~5nm and diameter ~20mn. they exhibit

strong coniinement along the growth direction and weaker coniinement in the plane.

Within a harmonic oscillator approximation the z-quantization energy largely ex¬

ceeds the in-plane quantization energy such that the QD can be considered to be

always in the state with the lowest piincipal quantum number. For the QDs used

m our experiments, the quantization energy of the weaker in-plane confinement for

electrons (holes) is fih;,, —15 to 20 meV {huj, =10 to 15 meV).

Information about the lowest-lying optical transitions in a QD can be obtained

experimentally using photoluminescencc (PTj) techniques, which have been widely

used in the held of QD spectroscopy within the last decade. Tu this measurement.

a pump laser typically generates free electrons and holes in the bulk semiconductor

matrix. Part of these carriers see the QD potential and relax to lowei energy levels

on fimescales r ^40ps due to carrier-phonon and carrier-carrier interaction. After

reaching the QD ground state, fui flier relaxation i.e. electron-hole recombination
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can only take place after a rather long radiative lif'elime rMJ,y —0.8ns. which in turn

determines the linewidth of the photon that is emitted. For (his to happen, all

processes that lead to non-radialive decay of the confined exciton i.e. a bound

electron-hole pair have to be absent. This is not the case in general, but essentially

holds for our type of QDs.

The previously described PL process is depicted in the upper sequence of Fig. 1M.

If, in addition to an exciton. another carrier e.g. an electron is present in the Ql),

a charged complex is formed as shown in the lower sequence of Fig. 1.3. This is

referred to as singly-charged exciton. trion or X'~. The energy of this three-particle

state then becomes renormahzed due to Coulomb interaction, which leads to a shift

of the energy of the emitted photon with respect to the neutral exciton Xn [10]. In

particular, the emission energies of the charged exeitonic complexes are unique for

each configuration. These Coulomb effects are on the energy scale of — 1 to 5 meV

i.e. weaker than the quantization energy due; to the harmonic confinement. However,

the energy shift in emission energv is still considerable, e.g. for X[~ > 1000x the

radiative linewidth.

\ / \ /

X°

hv,

.
...J \

. -.

.J
'

V ./ \_

Excitation Relaxation Recombination

"\ : f
"

x r
\

\ /

/ 7
4

1 ' \

x1-

/

'-. hv2

Figure 1.3: Processes in a photoluminescence experiment with an empty QD (upper

sequence) and a singly-charged QD (lower sequence).

In bare Ql) samples the number of charges present in the dot can only partially

be controlled by adjusting the pump intensify leading to a change in the late of

optical charging of carriers given that there is typically a preference for the capture

of either electrons or holes. For true deterministic: charging, a different approach

has to be followed.
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1.3 Deterministic Charging

Tn oidci to gam contio] ovei the"- numbei ol excess elections the QDs aie embedded

in a hetcrostiuctuie snmku to a Schotlky-diode [11] ïleie a qut( uoitaqt Vg is

applied between a top (Seliottkv) gate and a back eontact winch is foimed by a

n-elopeel laver below the QDs cieatmg .in erectile held along the giowth elnection

Fig 1 1 shows a qaff su up i e PL as a time lion of gate voltage

-0.2 0.0

Gate Voltage (V)

Figure 1.4: In a gatesweep chsciete emission eneigies leveal different excitomc

states continuous shifts aie due to DC* Staik slnit

The ehseiete PL emission energies can be1 attnbuted to diüeicnt excitomc c liai ging

states denoted .is X() Xl~ etc which it ici to a neutial exciton (l)ound election-

hole pan) negatively cliaiged exciton (two elections and a hole) etc At certain

gate voltages the chaigmg state1 switches abruptly I his can be under stood liom

the band stiuctine diagiain given m 1 ig 1 5

A built-in electne held due' to the Schottkv contact leads to a tilt ol conduction

and valence band within the mtimsic legion This tilt can lie dee leased (me leased)

by applying positive (negative) gate voltage thus lowcnng (laismg) the QD energy

levels with lespect to the Krim encigy bt of the- back contact When the lowest

QD eneig\ level chops below the Lcimi energy, the Ql) becomes singly chaiged (m
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Figure 1.5: Heterostructure and band diagram. The width of the tunnel barrier

is 2.r>nm. At a gate voltage Vq - V\ the QD is empty. At a different gate voltage

V = V2 an election is loaded into the QDs from the neaibv n-doped GaAs Feimi

sea

Fig.l.5(nght): empty QD at Vq - V\. singlv-chaiged QD at V„ = V2). ft then

requires an additional mciease of gate voltage to load a second election into the

QD. This phenomenon is leferred to as Coulomb bloikadc [10]; it means that for the

addition of a second electron a charging energv (~ 20meV) is needed due to the fact

that the Qf) acts as a small capacitor

Besides changing the QD chaiging state, the electric field further pertmbatively

alters the wavefunctions of the conhned carriers, leading to a DC1 Stark shift similar

to the Stalk shift observed in atomic physics. However, a teim linear m electric

held appears due to a built-in permanent exertonie dipole moment oriented along

the growth dncction: the weaker, quadratic term is related to the polarizability of

the QD liqil. The total shift of the optical transitions is then given by

A/7-- </„,.„„ 7? +/V#2 (1-0

Finally, a magnetic field along the giowih (z) direction also leads 1o a shift of the

energies of the optical transitions bv

AE-±~utA,!,f -y„)tfs I L hf2 ,)BJ (1.2)
2 tS/;;f czu£

with Iiu the quantization oneigy of the harmonic potential and y, ((//,) the electron

(hole) g-factoi. The first term linear in B corresponds to Zeeman splitting and the

second term quadratic in IS is the diamagnetic shift Fig. i.6 shows a magnetic-held
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dependent PL measurement on the singly-charged oxeiton Xs whore two blanche;

appear, revealing the Zeeinaii-split optical transitions.

949.4-

949.2-

949.0-

948.8-

948.6-

0»
c

_»

>

948.4-

948.2-

948.0-

947.8-

'X,_

947.6-

"" -" " T ' ' 1— •"'

Magnetic Field (T)

Figure 1.6: Magnetic field response of the singly-charged X{~ (trion) statt

1.4 Spin and Pauli Blockade

The confined energy level scheme of a QD containing a single excess electron in the

presence of external magnetic field is depicted in Fig. 1.7. The lowest condnction

band states (s-shell) have spin projection Sz = ±^. Tn the valence band, the bulk

heavy-light hole degeneracy at the /. = 0 point is lifted due to confinement in

conjunction with the different heavy and light hole masses, giving lise to a heavy-

light hole splitting A/,/. As a consequence, the highest energy valence-band states are

heavy hole states with spin projection X_ — ±7. From selection iules it follows that

theie can only be two optical transitions which couple the electronic and heavy-hole

states and have orthogonal circular polarization.

We neglect the four optical transitions coupling the two light hole1 states with spin

projection ./ — _!_- to both electronic states. They are not addressed by a laser

with frequency in the vicinity of the heavy-hole transitions during transmission

measurements due to large heavy-light hole splitting A/,/ > lOmeV which greatly

exceeds all other relevant energy scales such as Zeeman splitting (^ lOO/zeV) and

radiative lincwidth of the optical transitions (~1 to 2 /veV). However, in the presence
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Figure 1.7: QD level scheme with the relevant heavy-hole1 optical transitions in the

case of a single excess conduction-band electron. Depending on the electron spin

state, one of the transitions is Pauli-blocked.

of hcavv-light hole mixing the QI) spin dynamics can be altered due to the presence

of the light-hole transitions; this issue is discussed in Oliaptei 3.

When assuming perfect optical selection iules, the Ql) can only be excited with

either <r
f
or a light depending on the spin state of the excess electron as it can be

seen in Fig. 1.7: it is forbidden by the Pauli principle to excite a second electron

having quantum numbers identical with the excess electron that is already present.

Exploiting this so-called Pauli blockiuh in an optical measurement sensitive to the

absence or presence of the corresponding spin-selective optical transitions e.g. bv

detecting resonance fiuoiescence oi absorption, a spin quantum jump measurement

could be realized [A]. However, Fig. 1 7 describes the selection rules of the QD tran¬

sitions in an idealized limit without imperfections such as heavy-light hole mixing

and interactions with nuclear spins, the Fermi sea and plumons.

1.5 Exciton Fine Structure

As discussed in section 1.2 the energies of the confined cairiers become renoimalizcd

due to Coulomb interaction leading to the appearance of distinct emission eneigies

in photoluminoseence gatesweeps

Furthei, electron-hole exchange interaction gives rise5 to a fine structure splitting

[12 14] by mixing the spin of the electron and hole of the neutral exciton A'°. An
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excitonic basis can be constructed from the corresponding spin states {S, Sz} —

{^,±5} for the electron and {Jh,JhtZ} — {§,±§} for the (heavy) hole. Again,

light-hole states aie neglected due to large heavy-light hole splitting. The excitonic

basis is then given by the angular momentum projections of the total excitonic spin

M — Sz + ,I}iiZ. Optical selection rules dictate that radiative decay of states with

M = ±1 is allowed; therefore these are referred to as bright excitons whereas states

with M — ±2 are dark.

The spin part of the electron-hole exchange interaction is given by

Hc_h = - £ K7«S + AJ^) (L3)

and can be written in Matrix form using the exciton basis introduced beforehand

with M = {+1,-1,+2,-2}

Jh-h = -

az + 2.25ßz 0.5(/VT -/?„) 0 0

O-Hßr-ßv) az + 2.25ßx 0 Ü

U 0 -az-2.2bßz 0.5(ßx + ßy)

0 Ü 0.5(& + ßy) -az
- 2.25/%

;i.4)

Hence, electron-hole exchange interaction lifts the degeneracy of dark excitons due

to the terms (ßr + ßv). In contrast the bright excitons remain degenerate when the

term (ßr — ßv) is zero which is the case of a QD with perfect in-plane symmetiy.

If this symmetry is broken the degeneracy is lifted, yielding a lineaily polarized

doublet in the absence of magnetic field, the x-y splitting. This zero-field splitting

langes from 0 to ^40 fjeV, depending on the QD.

In the case of the negatively charged exciton X1 ", there are two possible excitonic

states (both are bright) chaiacterized by the hole spin projections {Jh,z — ifj' ^"ne

two electrons form a singlet state with S — 0. In consequence the spin Hamiltonian

(1.3) vanishes leading to the absence of a splitting without external magnetic field.

Whereas it is difficult to observe the small X° splitting by common PL techniques,

it can be clearly resolved in high-resolution transmission spectroscopy. Here, a

narrow-band laser is scanned over the excitonic transitions while the transmitted

light intensity is recorded. The transitions then appear as a dip in transmission due

to absorption of light by the QD [13, 15-19]. This technique will be explained in

more detail in the following sections. Fig. 1.8(left) shows such a laser scan of the

X° transition at Ü Tesla revealing an x-y splitting of ^3 GHz. A scan of the X1""

is shown on the right; here only one transition can be observed in the absence of
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magnetic field.

0.0

<

-0.2

-4-2 0 2 -2 0 2

LASER DETUNING (GHz) LASER DETUNING (GHz)

Figure 1.8: Fine structure splitting of the neutral exciton (left); on the singly

charged exciton (right) only a single transition can be observed.

1.6 Light scattering by a single quantum dot

We will now discuss the response of a single QD to monochromatic excitation light

described by a focused Gaussian beam. Wc note that this calculation is based on the

treatment given in [18]. The geometry is sketched in Fig. 1.9: a focnissod Gaussian

wave propagating along the optical axis z with waist w;0 and Rayleigh range z^ is

inipingent on the QD which is located in the focus at r = 0. The detector is centered

on the z-a,xis at position zd(,t ^> zR and has radius R^et-

We will show that under these circumstances the incident held is attenuated

through interference with the QD dipole field; it is the well-known problem of scat¬

tering in forward direction and closely linked to the optical theorem which relates

the attenuation of a scatterer to its forward scattering amplitude [20].

In general, the operator for the total field can be written as

ET(r,t) = E+(r,t) + E-(r,t)

The total field is the sum of laser field and scattered field

E$(r,t) = E±(r,t) + Et(r,t) (1.6)

-, , ,-

A ß _J i_

-i 1 • 1 1 w-

_l i__l

(1.5)
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FOCUSING LENS

QD at r = 0

DETECTOR

'del

£*»t

Figure 1.9: Geometry of the scattering problem: the QD is located at the focus of

a Gaussian beam.

and the intensity is then given by

(I(r,t)) - E0c{Ej{r,t)E+(r,t)) (1.7)

[h(r,t)) + (Ur,t)) + e0c 2Rc(£+(r,t)JErd(r, t))

where (/^(r.i)) = £0c(E~[(r,t)E£(r,t)) is the laser intensity and (Isc(r,t)) =

£oc(E~d(r,t)E^d(r,t)) refers to the total intensity (coherently and incoherently)

scattered by the QD. This term describes the light observed in other, resonance

fluorescence-type experiments when only detecting at angles larger than the exci¬

tation beam opening angle. We neglect this term since only a relatively small part

of the excitation light is scattered (K^~|)! <£ \(EL{r,t)}\), at least for numerical

apertures within the paraxial approximation.

The excitation field in the focal plane i.e. at position z — 0 (Fig. 1.9) can be

described by a plane phase front and Gaussian intensity distribution

E*{x,y,L) -±-A)Cxp(
,t2 + y2
~) exp(=Fiwf) eL

w,
;i.8)

o

where eL is a polarization vector and the beam waist is denoted as w0. Aq describes

the maximum field amplitude on the optical axis. It follows that the total time-

averaged laser power is
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Pl - e0r
H WJÏÏdxdy = ^~ (1.9)

./-ou ö

After propagation to a distance much larger than zp, the excitation field can be

written as [21]

^(r, 0 - ±^c,bo~ exp(±i(A,T - ut)) exp f-^MrO (1.10)

where 4'c describes a phase shift and fe0 and cq are fixed beam parameters given by

b0 = —^ and c0 - p^.

It is important to consider the Gom/ p/iase s/u/£, which has been discovered in

1890 [22] [23]

0<5 = — arctan — (1-H)

This phase shift describes the relative phase between a focussed Gaussian beam and

a plane wave, both propagating along the z-axis. For distances much larger than

the Rayleigh length i.e. z 3> zIt, <pa — —i-

The field that is radiated by the QD, located at the origin r = 0, is described by

the source-field expression [24]

Ê-d(r7t) = Ê;t(r,t) = yo^âcg(t - ^) (1.12)

Here, the dipolar emission in the far field paraxial limit is described as a spherical

wave. The factor y0 is given by

_

euJ0D\.2
/j jo\

4tT£qC2

where DV2 is the dipolc moment of the relevant optical transition of the QD and ua

its frequency. The background intensity i.e. the far-off resonant intensity when the

QD response can be neglected is given by

Ioä(r,t) = eoc\EL(r,t)\'2 = (1,^,1)) (1.14)

The Poynting vector of the total field is directed away from the origin due to the

nature of the spherical wave. Its time-averaged value is given by
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(S(r)> = -Soc(\I(r)\)- (1.15)
I \r\

The total power on the detector is calculated by integration over the projection of

the Poynting vector S(r) onto the detector surface normal n.

Pdct= / clA S{r)n (1.16)
JDel Area

Before proceeding we note that in the experiment we are interested in normalized

transmission

£~ - 7^ = (1-17)
J-oä -rdct,off

JdAcose(IL(r)) + JdAcosO 2Re(E"(r, t)£+(r, t))

fdA cox 0(TL(r))
= i-e

Again, the scattered intensity (7SC) from equation (1.7) has been neglected. In

order to calculate the relative absorption 8 we replace the denominator in (1.17)

by dAcos8(IL(r)) = Pl/(£qc) given in (1.9), assuming that the detector aperture

is large enough to collect the entire excitation light. We arc then left with the

evaluation of the integral over the real part of the interference terms. Therefore we

use [24]

(aPg(t)) = pqAt)exp(\ut) (1.18)

For times t —» oo, p(je can be split into a part that reaches steady-state and a term

oscillating at the excitation frequency [24]

pqe(oo) exp(iu;£) =
2 [{U° U)~ *

= J2 cxp(i^) (1.19)

Now the integral appearing in the numerator of equation (1.17) can be rewritten

using cylindrical coordinates (x = r'sinçi, y = r'coacj}, \r\2 = r'2 + z'^ef, cosO =
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Zdct/M) which yields

9 = - [dAc&21te(Ê+(r,t)Ê-(i(r,t)) (1.20)

2tt /./e,,,,,

d<j> / dr'
,

dct
2Re

'. zdet / 1 r'2\ f/0.~ , x

i^gOo—ö-cxP —2^"
—

W(°°)

Here, the oscillating terms of type exp(i(fcr — ut)) have cancelled. In order to

simplify the evaluation of the integral over r' we make the paraxial approximation,

r2 = z2]ei + r'2 « z%et which, together with (1.19) results in

ÜrT 1 fHda ( 1 r'2 \

»-'"^-„y^ + wTrL drVex"hd (121)

We again assume that the detector aperture is greater than the aperture of the

focusing lens, i.e. R^ —* co and the r' integral can easily be solved

Now we insert y0 and b0 and further include the spontaneous emission rate F =

p2t fi n2

37r£nfic3
l0 &el

6 =
,

A07TW2e2uj2D12A0Dl2r 1_
A 47re0c2 4h 4(w0 - w)2 + P + 2ft2

l ' ;

3 7r27l2 r2
1o

2 A;3A 4(^0 - uj)2 + r2 + 2ft2

After further simplification and taking the size of the laser spot to be AL = ttw2 we

obtain for the relative absorption

'Af^i r*
2 2

a.
_

2 v\ i(u0-Lj)2+y2+2n2
_

JA 1

PL/(e0c) 2ttAl
'

4{ujq - uf + T2 + 2ft2
[ ' '

The power removed from the beam, i.e. the total scattered power is

pac = e • pL = ^-pL (i.25)

Hence, the QD scattering cross-section is

^49 =I'i(^fHW <L2G»
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which includes the well-known textbook result for the on-resonance low-power cross-

section of a two-level system <r0 '^r-

In order to estimate the experimentally expected relative absorption 6 we take

into account that the QD is located in a high-refractive index solid-state matrix

and therefore replace A by Xjn in the cross-section a0. For a numerical aperture

of NA = Ü.55 and a wavelength of A —950nm, the diffraction limited spot size is

AL ~ 0.59/mi2. For a{) we obtain 0.033/im2 which yields

r-,
ao 0.033/mi2 . .

Öthcoiy
=

"J 777^ 2"
~ 5-6% L27)

AL 0.59/inr

Typical values achieved in an experiment are ~ 0.6% (for a numerical aperture

of 0.55). Tn these experiments, a lock-in detection scheme has been used. This

causes the absolute absorption to drop by a factor measured to be Siock-in — 2.25

whereas the background power used for the normalization is not modified; hence,

this factor has to be taken into account for 6 for comparison with equation (1.27).

Furthermore, typical experimental linewidths (300 to 500 MHz) exceed the purely

radiative lincwidth (200MHz for a radiative lifetime of ria,d=0.8ns as measured in

[25]), which implies broadening mechanisms such as dephasing or spectral diffusion

to be present. Both lead to a drop of peak absorption. In addition, the diameter

of the focal spot was ^ 1/wn, which makes the estimate in (1.27) decrease to 4.2%

whereas we obtain an experimental value of 3.4% when taking into account lock-in

and line broadening.

The theory presented in the previous section determines the dependence of relative

absorption on intensity and laser detuning. Fig. 1.10 shows absorption Ö observed

on one of the neutral exciton transitions for different incident excitation powers

using a transmission measurement. The points arc raw uncorrected data.

Expression (1.24) indicates that the power dependence of on-resonance absorption

can be described by a function of type

e(/L) = 00

x
(1.28)

1+/l/«i

Where «0 takes into account the spatial mismatch factor aQ = a/AL and «1 is a

proportionality factor linking the power observed on the detector to the effective

power driving the QD optical transition.

The solid line in Fig. 1.10 is a fit using equation (1.28) which yields a0 = 0.76% and

a1
= 6.3. The value of excitation intensity (x-axis) at which the relative absorption
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Figure 1.10: Power dependence of a neutral exciton transition. Saturation occurs

at high laser powers. The drop of signal due to lock-in detection is compensated in

the upper dashed curve.

drops to one half of its low-power initial value (i.e. Il — o/\) marks the point where

the relation 2Vt2R — T'2 is satisfied. The upper dashed curve has been compensated

for the loss of signal due to lock-in.

1.7 Experimental Setup

All experiments described here are carried out with a confocal microscopy setup im¬

mersed in a liquid helium bath cryostat at a temperature of 4.2 Kelvin (see Fig.1.11).

The numerical aperture of the microscope is 0.68 resulting in a spot size of « 1/im.

Area density of QDs in our sample is low enough to have < 3 dots in the focal

spot simultaneously. Different QDs can then separated spectrally separated due to

their inhomogeneous broadening. A magnetic field of up to 10 Tesla along the z-axis

can be applied by a superconducting magnet. Piezo-electric nanopositioners allow

us to move the sample in XYZ-space. Transmitted light is collected and sent to

a circular polarization analyzer which distributes the light on two photodetectors

[Fig. 1.11 (right)].

The initial characterization of a QD is performed with a gatesweep (section 1.3).

Hereafter, the differently charged excitonic complexes can be identified by their

characteristic emission energy and voltage dependence [11]. From then on we apply

resonant excitation by using polarization-selective differential transmission (DT).
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Emission C

Figure 1.11: Experimental setup. Laser light is focussed onto a QD sample, then

split according to its polarization and directed to photodetcctors.

Again, all aspects of this technique are covered in Refs. [13, 15-19]. The drop in

transmitted light i.e. the QD-induced absorption is given by equation (1.24) which

yields a Lorentzian lineshape when a laser is scanned across the optical transition.

In order to improve the signal-to-noisc ratio a lock-in detection scheme is used;

therefore, a small square-wave modulation of frequency ,/iodc-m typically in the range

of ~ 3kHz is added to the DC gate voltage. The photoeurrent output of the trans¬

mission detectors is then passed through currcnt-to-voltage converters of gain 107

to 109 V/A and demodulated by a lock-in amplifier.
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2 A Spin in a Quantum Dot: State

Preparation

We demonstrate the high-fidelity preparation of a QD spin-state,

via laser cooling [optical pumping [26]]. Using the Pauli-blockade

strength of the corresponding optical transitions as a means to infer

the electron-spin state, we show that spin cooling due to sponta¬

neous spin-flip Raman scattering can dominate ovei the heating in¬

troduced by hyperfme-induced spin-flip or cotunncling events. This

allows us to cool the spin temperature of an electron fiom 4.2 K

(determined by the heat bath) down to 20 mK. By controlling the

relative strength of these processes via gate voltage and magnetic

field, we can tune the system from the icgime of an isolated aitifi-

cial atom to that of a quantum-confined solid-state system coupled

either to a chaige or a spin reservoir. Within the fiamework of

quantum information processing, this corresponds to a spin-state

preparation with a fidelity exceeding 99.8%.

This chapter is based on publication [2j.
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2.1 Background

All experiments presented in the remaining chapters were realized with a slightly

modified heterostructurc. In particular, the tunneling barrier was increased from

25nm to 35nm in order to reduce co-tunneling effects. In addition, an AlGaAs

barrier was introduced above the QD plane to prevent holes from tunneling out.

The distance between the barrier and the QDs is kept minimal to reduce coupling

of confined holes to hole continuum states [27]. Fig.2.1 shows a scheme of this

heterostructure.

Ohmic

Contact

Figure 2.1: Modified heterostructure with 35nm-tunncling barrier.

2.2 Weak diagonal and strong vertical transitions

The QD level scheme shown in Fig. 1.7 can be reformulated using the trion four-

level description as illustrated in Fig.2.2(lcft); here, the two ground states (| |) and

| J.)) correspond to the spin of the excess conduction-band electron being either

up or down. According to optical selections rules, two excitonic states (| jj,-fr) and

| ÎJ.JJ-)) formed out of two ground-state electrons in a spin singlet and a ground-

state heavy-hole can be optically excited using circularly polarized light. Pauli

blockade as demonstrated in Fig. 1.7 is again reflected by the spin-selectivity of the

optical transitions here: conditional on the electron spin-state only one of the optical

transitions is active. Optical coupling to electronic triplet states can be neglected

since due to the spatial confinement, the energies of these states are much higher

than that of the singlet.

In addition to the strong vertical transitions | fj,^) <-> | J,) and | flft) ^ I Î), weak

diagonal transitions | tjjj.) <-> | j") and | fj-ft-) <-> | ].) are induced by inherent heavy-

light hole mixing, or magnetic field that is not parallel to the strong confinement

(z) axis as well as spin state mixing induced by the randomly fluctuating hypcrhne

field, yielding f>7^0, where F and 7 are the allowed and forbidden spontaneous
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emission rates, respectively, as indicated in Fig.2.2(left). The strong vertical transi¬

tions leave the resident electron spin unaltered, while the weak diagonal transitions

lead to a net spin-flip of the resident electron.

In addition to these optical transitions, the strong hyperfine interaction of the

resident electron spin with the QD nuclear spin ensemble leads to random spin-

flip events at rate £fj. Previous studies on similar structures have shown that

i]l(B = 0) < T in the absence of a magnetic field, but is strongly suppressed even

under relatively weak magnetic fields (B^O.l T) due to incommensurate electron

and nuclear Zeeman energies [28] [5]. This is the case depicted in Fig. 2.2(middle)

where ^[(B > 0) <£ 7. When a second re-pump laser is resonant with the other

Zeeman-split trion transition | flft) ^ I T) (Fig- 2.2(right)), the | fj-fl") <-> | J.)

transition will also take place via spontaneous spin-flip Raman scattering, with a

rate proportional to the laser intensity.
'

Figure 2.2: Four-level scheme describing singly-charged QD in the presence of

ground-state coupling and weak diagonal optical transitions. Left: no magnetic

field. Middle: magnetic field is applied. Right: Same, but second laser on the other

Zeeman transition is added.

2.3 Observation of spin pumping/cooling

Fig.2.3(left) is the absorption analog of Fig.1.4, showing the expected Xl~ plateau

at B = OTesla, where the QD is single-electron charged for gate voltages (Va) in

the 320 mV to 424 mV range. The probe laser is scanned across the | ||^) <-> | J,)

transition, and has the corresponding circular polarization [er-] as determined by

the optical selection rules. Fig.2.3(middle) shows a suppression of the XL~ plateau

center at 0.2-Tesla magnetic field: the QD becomes transparent for gate voltages

in the 344 mV - 396 mV range. Given that the corresponding X° plateau remains

unaffected under all magnetic fields, this strong suppression of the signal in the X1-

1We note that a full theoretical mode) will be developed in Chapter 3.
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plateau center is a signature of optical electron-spin pumping into j }) state due

to the iini-directional spontaneous Raman scattering process (7) that dominates

over the bi-directional spin-flip process (£,]\(B > 0)). In this case, we can conlirm

that the electron remains in the spin-up state 98.5 % of the time, as the laser is

resonant with the Pauli-blockcd [29][4j j ][ty) <-> [ [.) transition of the electronic

spin-down state. Similar measurement at 0.3 T already shows that the electron is

in the | |) state 99.8% of the measurement time. To date, this value is the highest

state-preparation fidelity îcportcd in a solid-state system [8][30]. and is achieved for

both electron-spin states. We note that the verification of higher fidelity values is

not limit od by the involved physical mechanism, but rather bv our signal-to-noise

level 2.

300 400 300 400 300 400

GATE VOLTAGE (mV)

Figure 2.3: Single-electron plateau laser scans showing full plateau and no spin

pumping at 0 Tcsla (left), spin pumping and co-tunneling regimes at 0.2 Tesla (mid¬

dle), and the same but with re-pumping laser at 0.2 Tcsla (right).

To prove (hat the electron is shelved in the ( ]) state by fire probe laser at

the j f|4) <-> [ i) transition, we simultaneously apply a ie-pump laser on the

! fiff) ^ f Î) transition with orthogonal circular polarization [a'}. Fig.2.3(right)

shows the resulting gate sweep where an absorption peak at Vt/ — 372 mV appears.

The linewidfh of this peak is equal to that obtained for the trion transition at 0

Tesla and it is observed when the re-pump laser is detuned from the probe laser

2Wo eiiiphasi/.e that all those measurements are performed on time scales faslet than significant

dynamical nucleai-spin polarization [.'Uj[32j. so as to avoid any «iltei.it ion of the ti ionic absorp¬
tion spectrum. Tins tune .scale of ~3UI) ins, which coiiespoiids to how long the laser remains

ieson.ini with I he transition, in tutu, defines our detection-noise level
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by exactly 6 GHz, i.e. the independently measured Zeeman splitting of the X]~

transition. The fact that we recover the probe laser absorption only when both

lasers are resonant with the corresponding trion transitions indicates that the re-

pump laser now allows for bi-directional spin-flip spontaneous Raman scattering and

prohibits any net spin-shelving: the system is now described by the illustration in

Fig. 2.2(right). When we keep the frequency of the re-pump laser unchanged, but

increase the magnetic held to 0.3 Tcsla, we observe that the absorption peak on

the transparent section of the plateau shifts in accordance with the corresponding

9-GHz Zeeman splitting.

2.4 State-Preparation Fidelity

Fig.2.4(left) shows the magnetic-held dependence of the absorption displaying the

Pauli-blockade strength in the middle of the charging plateau, normalized to the

maximum absorption at 0 T. The red line is a theoretical curve obtained from rate

equations by taking into account both photon-assisted hypcrfine-induced spin-flip

events and spontaneous spin-flip Raman transition. The parameters used to simulate

the experimental results arc V = 300MHzx2tt, 7 = 100kHzx27r, Bnuc = b0/\/N =

12.5mT [7], and ge = —0.6 l\ The spin cooling rate (below saturation) is independent

of laser power for the single-A system, further supporting our assumption that both

cooling and spin relaxation arc (linearly) proportional to the probe laser intensity.

We emphasize however that an exponential fit seems to be in better agreement with

the data, indicating that our simple theoretical model may not be capturing other-

relevant processes such as phonon-assistcd spin-flips or spin-orbit coupling.

The triangles at 0.2Tesla in Fig.2.4(lcft) correspond to the partial (full) recovery

of the absorption as the bi-directional optical spin pumping is realized using the

re-pump laser that is of weaker (comparable) intensity with respect to the probe

laser. The state-preparation fidelity for the electron spin as a function of magnetic

field is plotted in Fig.2.4(right). Already at 0.3Tcsla the electron is in the spin-up

state with a fidelity exceeding 99.8%. With each data point, the corresponding spin

temperature is provided as obtained from the state occupancies and a net cooling

from 4.2 K to 20 111K is achieved. As a token of our cooling efficiency, we emphasize

that such state-preparation fidelity can only be achieved at a 62-Tesla external field,

when relied solely on thermal equilibration at 4.2 K.

Jr—300MH/X27T and ge — -0.6 arc average values measured on numerous QDs within this

sample. B,,uc = 12 5rnT implies 10s nuclei within the QD which, in turn, is consistent with

transmission electron microscope images of similar QDs.
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Figure 2.4: Left: Absorption drops with increasing magnetic field revealing the

degree of spin pumping. Right: Fidelity of state-preparation with corresponding

spin temperature.

Another striking feature of the gate sweeps shown in Fig.2.3 is that the absorp¬

tion remains essentially unaffected for gate voltages that define the edges of the

plateau. Spin-cooling is ineffective in this regime despite the fact that hypcrfinc

induced electron spin-flip rate should not depend on the gate voltage. On the other

hand, it has been shown that the cotunncling-induced spin-flip rate varies across the

absorption plateau by a factor as large as 10tt [33], for 20-meV electron charging en¬

ergy4. We expect the electron spin-flip rate £|j.(.5) *° be dominated by cotunneling

at the edges of the plateau, leading to annihilation of spin-pumping. In more general

terms, the spin cooling dynamics is determined by interplay between spontaneous

spin-flip Raman scattering, hyperfine-induced electron-spin-flips and electronic co-

tunneling processes. In the absence of magnetic field and at a gate voltage within

the plateau middle QD spin strongly interacts with the QD nuclei. Alternatively,

at finite magnetic field and at a gate voltage within the edges of the plateau, QD

spin strongly interacts with the back-gate electron reservoir. In both regimes, the

electron spin cannot be considered as an isolated quantum system anymore due to

4The absorption linewidth at, the edge of the plateau is not broader than that at the center

suggesting a tunnelling rate less than 300 MHz, which puts an upper limit of 0.3 KHz for the

cotunneling rate. Further, the absorption peak in the plateau center does not saturate above

our detection-noise level [Fig.2.4(left)], indicating that the cotunneling rate must be at least

10'^ slower than 7. This, m turn, marks a more accurate upper bound of 0.1 KHz.
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its dominant coupling to a spin or a charge reservoir.

2.5 Outlook

These results constitute the hrst step towards stimulated Raman transition [34] on

a single quantum-dot electron for coherent preparation of an arbitrary superposition

of spin states, as well as cavity-assisted spin-flip Raman transitions as a source of

indistinguishable single photons with near-unity collection efficiency [35].
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3 Optical study of QD spin dynamics

We have performed all-optical measurements of spin relaxation in

single self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QD) as a function

of static external electric and magnetic fields. To study QD spin

dynamics we measure the degree of resonant absorption which re¬

sults from a competition between optical spin pumping induced by

the resonant laser field and spin relaxation induced by reservoirs.

Fundamental interactions that determine spin dynamics in QDs are

hyperfine coupling to QD nuclear spin ensembles, spin-phonon cou¬

pling and exchange-type interactions with a nearby Fermi sea of

electrons. We show that the strength of spin relaxation generated

by the three fundamental interactions can be changed by up to five

orders of magnitude upon varying the applied electric and magnetic

fields. We find that the strength of optical spin pumping that we

use to study the spin relaxation is determined predominantly by

hyperfine-induced mixing of single-electron spin states at low mag¬

netic fields and heavy-light hole mixing at high magnetic fields. Our

measurements allow us to determine the rms value of the hyperfine

(Overhauser) field to be ~15 mTesla with an electron g-factor of

gP—0.6 and a hole mixing strength of \s\'2 = 5 X f0~4.

This chapter has been submitted to Physical Review B.
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3.1 Introduction

A single quantum dot (QD) electron spin is a fundamental physical system which

allows for a controlled study of confined spin dynamics in the solid-state. In contrast

to higher-dimensional semiconductor structures QD spins have been demonstrated

to posses long relaxation and coherence times exceeding 20 msec and 1Ü jisec re¬

spectively. These findings along with demonstration of single spin manipulation and

read-out have strengthened the proposals for using QD spins as physical represen¬

tation of qubits in quantum information processing [3, 4, 36], The prolongation of

spin relaxation times for QD spins stems from a drastic reduction in spin-phonon

coupling mediated by a combination of elcctron-phonon and spin-orbit interactions

and suppressed by strong quantum confinement of electrons. As a consequence ad¬

ditional spin-reservoir interactions such as hyperfine coupling to QD nuclear spins

and exchange-type (co-tunneling) coupling to a nearby Fermi-sea become prominent

in determining the spin dynamics in QDs.

Here we study the dynamics of an electron spin confined in a self-assembled

TnAs/GaAs QD which is in turn embedded in a Schottky heterostructure. In order

to assess the relative importance and external field dependence of the three ele¬

mentary spin-relaxation mechanisms we use the degree of resonant absorption as

a measure: since the degree of absorption i.e. strength of the trion-resonant light

scattering is determined by competing optical spin pumping (OSP) [37] and spin

relaxation induced by spin-reservoir interactions, the strength of spin relaxation can

be inferred from the absorption measurement. First we demonstrate that at low

magnetic fields (up to 1 Tcsla) spontaneous spin-flip Raman scattering that allows

for one-way pumping into the optically-uncoupled spin-state is predominantly me¬

diated by a mixing between the electronic spin states induced by the fluctuating

hyperfine nuclear (Overliauser) field. Next, we show that upon varying the external

gate voltage by about 50 mV the spin relaxation due to exchange coupling to the

nearby Fermi-sea of electrons can be changed by as much as five orders of magnitude.

Finally, we show that at the high magnetic held regime (1 to 10 Tesla) spin pumping

is due to heavy-light hole mixing and spin relaxation is dominated by phonons in

conjunction with spin-orbit interaction.

Before proceeding wc note that major advances in understanding relaxation and

decoherence of single confined electron spins have already been achieved in elec¬

trically defined QDs. By implementing a single-shot electrical read-out of a QD

spin Elzcrman et al have shown that spin lifetimes in electrically defined QDs can

reach up to ~1 msec even at elevated magnetic fields of 8 Tesla [28] and very recent
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measurements have revealed a relaxation time of 170ms at 1.75 Tesla [6]. Similarly

in double QDs Johnson et al have investigated hyperfine-induced triplet-singlet re¬

laxation [7] Petta et al have demonstrated coherent manipulation of singlet-triplet

states [8] and Koppens et al have shown detection and control of hyperfine-induced

singlet-triplet mixing [38] and Rabi oscillations using microwave pulses [9]. Further

measurements on InAs/GaAs self-assembled QD ensembles have revealed T\ times

exceeding 20 msec at a magnetic field of 4 Tesla and a temperature of 1 Kelvin [5],

This exhaustive chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2 we introduce the

coupling of the localized spin to nuclear spins charge reservoir and phonons. Section

3.3 then theoretically describes the QD spin dynamics in the framework of the

trion four-level system with spin-reservoir coupling. In Section 3.4 we present our

experimental results obtained with single QD absorption spectroscopy in distinct

regimes of external electric and magnetic fields where different interactions dominate.

Finally Section 3.5 gives an overview on the above-mentioned interactions together

in a self-contained picture before the conclusions in Section 3.6. For information

about experimental techniques we direct the reader to the introductory chapter 1;

an illustration of the sample is given in 2.1.

3.2 Interactions of a Single Confined Spin

3.2.1 Nuclear Spins

The interaction of a localized electron spin with a surrounding nuclear spin ensemble

can be written in the form of the Fermi contact interaction which yields [39]

È*y» = J 5>'hWI2(V*) (3-1)

The sum runs over all nuclei i in the lattice. i/0 is the volume of an InAs unit

cell 0(itj) the electron envelope wavefunction at the ith nucleus and Jj and & are

the spin operators of nuclear and electron spin. A, = (2/io.fyo/^zj/-'^/3/l) \ur(R,)\

is the hyperfine coupling strength and reflects the electron density described by

the electron Bloch wavefunction '«t.(üt) at the site of the nuclei. fiB is the Bohr

magneton a,nd \x% the nuclear magnetic moment fi0 is the permeability of vacuum

and <7o the free-electron g-factor.

In order to estimate the total number of nuclei within the spread of the electron

wavefunction we use the dimensions of the QD: InAs and GaAs have Zincblende-
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type lattice with a lattice constant of 6.06 Â and 5.65 Ä. There are four Arsenic

(nuclear spin IAs = 3/2) and four Indium (IIn=9/2) or Gallium (IGa=3/2) atoms

in a fee unit cube. Taking this into account and assuming that the QD creates a

box-like confinement that equals the dimensions of the QD (« 20nmx20nmx5nm)

the number of As atoms is on the order of 4xl04 and one has to add the same

number of In or Ga atoms depending on the composition of the QD such that the

total number of nuclei interacting with the QD spin can be taken to be N — 104 to

105.

We note that the Fermi contact interaction relies on a finite value of the Bloch

wavefunetion at the sites of the nuclei. Due to the s-likc symmetry of their wave-

function electrons are susceptible to this interaction whereas the p-symmetric holes

are not. For holes it is only possible to interact with nuclear spins via the much less

efficient dipole-dipole interaction.

The hyperfme interaction constitutes a special case among the three spin-reservoir

interactions discussed in this work as our experiments suggest that its dominant

effect is not described by a textbook system-reservoir interaction in the Born-Markov

approximation as it is the case for phonon and exchange coupling. In the optical

measurements presented here nuclear spins mainly act by exerting a quasi-static

magnetic field (Overhauser field) with rms-value on the order of ßnuc=15 mTesla.

This field leads to a Rabi-type slowly varying coherent mixing of the spin ground

states which can also be understood as precession of the electron spin in the nuclear

magnetic field; in this context slowly varying means that the correlation time of the

hyperfme field fluctuations (^lms) is much longer than the precession time (~lns)

of the electron spin in this field.

In contrast to the ground states the excited states remain unchanged as the hole

is not susceptible to the nuclear magnetic field and the two electrons form a singlet

which is immune to magnetic field variations too. The mixing of the ground states if

strong enough would thus lead to a fluctuating observable splitting of the excitonic

transitions however it turns out that its magnitude is less than the broadening of

these transitions due to their radiative lifetime and therefore cannot be resolved

in laser scanning absorption measurements even with experimental resolution much

better than the transition lincwidth.

In order to understand the effect of the hyperfme field in optical experiments we

consider two regimes: First an external magnetic field with strength smaller than

the hyperfine field is applied or the external field is completely absent. Hence the

direction of the total magnetic field seen by the electron spin is fully random after

a nuclear field correlation time. As we will see in section 3.3 fast bidirectional OSP
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will be the consequence inducing efficient spin relaxation dominating over other

mechanisms as the one predicted in Ref. [40]. In the second regime the applied

external held is much stronger than the hyperhne field. In this case the electron

spin mainly sees the external magnetic field along the z-axis and the hyperhne held

only leads to small fluctuations of the nuclear field vector. In this regime the light-

induced spin relaxation is slow and other mechanisms such as phonons are dominant.

We will now analyze the effective hyperhne field in detail. In the absence of

dynamical nuclear spin polarization (DNSP) scenarios the action of nuclear spins

upon the localized spin dominates the reverse action due to a much larger number

of degrees of freedom on the side of the nuclear spins ensemble. Therefore the

Hamiltonian (3.1) is reduced to an effective magnetic field seen by the QD spin

which is commonly referred to as Overhauser fi,eAd

where A is an average spin-nuclei coupling constant and gc is the QD electron g-

factor.

For simplicity we will in the following treat the hyperhne field as a purely classical

field -Bjv(i) with correlation time rcorr ~lms. The correlation time is expected to

be similar to the decay time of nuclear spin polarization in the presence of a QD

electron and absence of external magnetic field, as measured in [41]. A^„ refers to

the rms-value of the Gaussian distribution as defined by

I{Bn) =
g« (2tt)3/2

eM-\BM2/2BLr) (3-3)

which yields

(BN(t)) = 0 (3.4)

(\BN(t)\2) = 3i*L

Here ( ) denotes the time average over many correlation times.

As our i?iv(i) is quasi-classical, we treat the BN,i(t) with i = x, y, z as independent

random variables each one following a Gaussian distribution function given by

(3.2)
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and f(BN) is then given by the product of the Gaussian distributions of its three

spatial components

f(BN) = n /(^) (3x,)

Clearly

i—x,!),i

(BN,(t)) = 0 (3.7)

<l>M0l2> = Bl
nue

Bnuc can be written in the form (similar to [42] [39])

Bnuc = 4t (3-8)
VN

with fr0 a parameter characterized by the species of nuclei and the composition of

the QD
1 and N the number of nuclear spins interacting with the QD spin.

The QD composition is taken to be 90% InAs and 10% GaAs yielding /(/ + 1) =

13.2 when averaging over the different nuclear species [43]. Similarly we obtain

A1 = 2500/ieV2 which yields 60 = 3.0 Tesla. Using (3.8) with N=104 to 105 nuclear

spins we obtain for our QDs

Bmic = 9.5 iiiT to 30 mT (3.9)

We can now rewrite (3.1) as

tfoerh = g^iaBN{t) à (3.10)

Here the component of the nuclear field along the z-axis BN;Z(t) only leads to Zeeman

splitting whereas the in-plane components induce a mixing of the | |) and | J,) states.

^/N = Ul^)'2^Minm~i)\Hl?) = é(Ä* WTTj) l{getin)2; this result is obtained by

assuming a box-like confinement potential transforming the sum into an integral and using the

localization volume of the QD electron given by V£l = /dr|V;(iïi)|4 = 8/(iWu).
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The in-plane hyperfmc field is

D2NiXy(t) = B2Nir(t) + B%iV(t) (3.11)

and we define

m„(t) =

w*»"®
(3.i2)

We note here that our measurement time (typically 10 to 100 ms) is longer than the

(correlation time of the nuclear held; i.e. for each measured data point we expect

that we average over many configurations of the nuclear magnetic field 2.

3.2.2 Coupling to electron spin reservoir

INITIAL STATE VIRTUAL STATE FINAL STATE

Single electron -N (fa) <c) {<|)

regime
* ' ' ' v '

Figure 3.1: (a) Stability diagram of the QD ground states, neglecting spin: Energies
of the zero, one and two-electron QD as a function of gate voltage. Crossover points

are marked A and B. EV1 denotes the gate voltage-dependent energy difference

between the singly-charged and the doubly-charged state, or charging energy, (b to

d) The QD can exchange its single electron with the charge reservoir via a virtual

empty or two-electron (shown here) state. When one of the two singlet-electrons
tunnels out, it leaves the remaining QD spin in a mixed state, equivalent to spin

relaxation. A — rtuimci marks the tunneling rate through the 35-nin GaAs barrier,
e the detuning from the Fermi energy eF. Ez is the Zeeman splitting and Eu the

energy required to charge a second electron.

Another interaction mechanism arises from the presence of the Fermi sea in the

back contact (see Section 1.3) that couples to the QD via the tunneling barrier.lt

is well known that exchange interaction of a confined spin with an electron spin

In this context we note that other experiments suggest that the dynamics of the nuclear spin

ensemble could be altered by the measurement itself and the hyperfine field stays locked for

a time on the order of seconds [38] Fig.4(b). In our measurements there is some evidence for

alteration of dynamics at large magnetic fields and large gate voltage detunings (not shown in

this work); however at low magnetic fields these locking effects do not seem to play a dominant

role.
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reservoir leads to co-tunneling
3 [44] and at temperatures lower than the Kondo

temperature TK to the formation of a Kondo singlet [45 48].

This interaction can be written as

^charge = ^ %,fc(4,|eQ/5,îeQD.i ek<,] + C.C.) (3.13)
k,k'

where eqDrT and eQDj!7 are the creation and destruction operators for an electron

with spin a in the QD and similarly in the reservoir. gttk is the tunneling matrix

element, which is linked to the tunneling rate rtmmcl by Fermi's Golden rule rturmei =

^h\yt,k\2p(E) with p(E) being the density of states in the back contact.

Fig. 3.1(a) shows the energies of the empty, singly and doubly charged QD state

as a function of gate voltage [27]. Which state has lowest energy obviously depends

on the gate voltage and the QD attempts to reach it by either attracting or repelling

electrons from or into the reservoir. Clearly there is a range of voltages (single elec¬

tron charging plateau) where it is energetically favorable for the QD to accomodate

a single electron, marked by the shaded region in the figure. At the points A and

B two charging levels are degenerate and fast exchange of the QD electron with the

reservoir can take place, only limited by the tunneling rate. The real gate voltages

Va and VB that need to be applied in order to reach points A and B can vary from

dot to dot depending on its confinement properties.

In other words the QD is singly-charged for Va < Vg < VB with Vg the gate

voltage. We define the plateau center Vc

Vc = Y^XA (3.14)

The gate voltage detuning is

kVg = V,j-Vc (3.15)

The schematic co-tunneling process is depicted in Fig. 3.l(b-d). The initial state

is characterized by a QD with a single spin-down electron and Coulomb blockade

prohibits tunneling of further electrons into the dot (b). Together with a spin-up

electron from the reservoir a, virtual spin singlet (c) is formed at energy difference

3The type of co-tunneling relevant for us is inelastic co-tunneling as it leads to a transition between

the spin ground states.
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AE — £ + E\2 where e is the detuning from the reservoirs' Fermi energy sF. Finally

the QD returns to the singly-charged state with a spin-up electron (d).

E12 and £01 are- given by

Evl = E2-E^eS^^ (3.16)

Eqi — E\ — EQ —
..(V«-Va)

X

with Ei the energy of the QD charged with i electrons and A a constant describing

the geometric lever arm of the hctcrostructure.

Using (3.13) one obtains for the cotunneling rate in second-order [33, 44]

^rotunncl ' ^ tunnel ,„ „,
+ (3.17)

\ "1
"

T
2
'LL tunnel

1

e{VB-Vq)
_

1 jtp
\

*

~r
2 tunnel

/(e)[l-/(e)]de

The integral is the sum over all second-order transitions with different detunings

£ from the Fermi energy according to Fig. 3.1(b-d). In addition the term with

e.(Vg — Va)/X — #01 describes the related process where the virtual state is an empty

QD. /(e) is the Fermi function /(e) — l/(l + cxp(e/&T)). Expression (3.17) is valid

under the condition Ez^ <£ kT i.e. for low magnetic fields. To obtain the exact

expression for all magnetic fields the Fermi function terms in the integral have to

be modified 4.

The imaginary part of the denominator introduces a finite lifetime to the elec¬

tronic states limited by the tunneling rate rUmnei, implying that the main cause for

broadening of the spin ground states is tunneling. This is relevant for elements of

the integral with vanishing real part.

In order to obtain an estimate for the cotunneling times in our structure we use re¬

sults obtained on sampics with 25nm tunneling barrier where in certain gate voltage

regimes tunneling rate is larger than radiative recombination rate i.e. Funnel > I\

leading to broadening in the linewidths observed in photoluminescence measure¬

ments [33]. Then from a Wentzel-Kramcrs-Brillouin (WKB) estimation of the two

different tunneling barriers together with the measured tunneling rate we estimate

4With Zceman splitting k^± 7^ Kl^1 lc- the rate flipping the spin down ib different from the

rate (lipping it up. The term /(e)[1 -/(e)] has to be replaced by /(e=F^2/2)[l - f(e±hu)z/2)\
for K,j_,f and k-\->i respectively.
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the tunneling rate rlunnei to be on the order of 0.02 to 0.1 ns_1 in our structure. We

take it to be independent of the gate voltage within the single electron regime. Fig.

,'3.2 shows the calculated eotunneling rate obtained with expression (3.17) using two

different tunneling rates of rtunnei=0.02 ns"J and rtunnei=0.1 ns_1 representing the

minimum and the maximum eotunneling rate we expect in our experiments respec¬

tively. Co-tunneling rate is characterized by its strong voltage dependence. When

close to the crossover points Va and Vb it exhibits an ultra-steep slope; in contrast,

the voltage-dependence is weak in the plateau center Vc.

i i i i i I i i • i i i I i i

A.,* I I I I I I

40 -20 0 20 40

Gate Voltage Detuning AV(mV)

Figure 3.2: Expected eotunneling rate obtained using expression (3.17) with the

parameters rtn^nel = 10ns (solid curve) and rt~|lllcl = 50ns (dashed curve), Va — -50

mV, VB = +50mV, kT = 300 /jcV, A=5.3.

3.2.3 Spin - Phonon interaction

Spin relaxation in higher-dimensional systems is mainly due to spin-orbit (SO) in¬

teraction in conjunction with phonons [49, 50]. Still, SO interaction is the enabling

mechanism for phonon-assisted spin flips in QDs and a considerable amount of the¬

oretical work has been done on this spin-relaxation mechanism [50-54]. SO coupling

is a well-known phenomenon in atomic physics as well as in semiconductors and is

in general characterized by an interaction term of type Hso = Y^itJ aij^^j with Ithe

angular momentum operator and <r the spin operator of the electron; the sum runs

over all pairs i,j = x,y,z. In the case of a crystal with bulk inversion asymmetry

(BIA) such as GaAs and InAs SO coupling is of Dresselhaus type [55]. Similarly
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Rashba SO coupling results from asymmetry along the z-direction (SIA, structural

inversion asymmetry) [56]. For a 2DEG the spin-orbit coupling can then be written

as

Hso = ß(-PxO-:i: + Py(Ty) + a(pxcrv - py(Tx) (3.18)

where ß reflects the strength of the Dresselhaus SO coupling and a the Rashba SO

interaction. In [54] the difference between the effect of Dresselhaus and Rashba SO

coupling on QD spin relaxation are discussed.

SO interaction leads to spin-orbital admixed states which can weakly couple to

phonons leading to an effective spin-phonon reservoir coupling of type

^Wir = h XI Sbh*m(l>tfiQD,\cQn,l + cx'-) (3-19)

Here uz = cs\q\ with cs the speed of sound. The effective spin-phonon coupling gp\wn

depends on the strength of SO interaction, the clcctron-phonon coupling strength

as well as the phonon density of states at the Zccman energy.

The resulting spin relaxation rate is a function of magnetic field and is given by

Kphwwn " ~n(h^r p ( }

where Hu0 is the quantization energy for electrons and Ap a dimcnsionless constant

describing the strength of the piezoelectric coupling. The £?5 dependence valid for

Ez,e > kT becomes replaced by BA kT when Ez^e -C kT due to the Boltzmarm

factor in (3.32), [50, 52].

In addition to this first mechanism there are ways of direct spin-phonon coupling

which turn out to be orders of magnitude weaker than the admixture mechanism

described above [50]. In [51] the spin-flip rates due to different other phonon re¬

lated mechanisms are estimated which all depend on electronic Zeeman splitting i.e.

magnetic field as ^ D5,

Beyond spin relaxation by emission or absorption of a single phonon, two-phonon

processes in conjunction with SO interaction are predicted to dominate at small

magnetic fields. In that case a phonon with wavevector p is scattered into a phonon

with wavevector q with energy conservation hcb\p — q\ — Ez,R- These two-phonon

rates have characteristically strong temperature dependence, estimated to be in the
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range T7 to T11 [51, 52].

Alternatively it has been proposed that phonons together with the hyperfine-

induced mixing of the Zeeman s-levels lead to relaxation of the QD spin. As already

mentioned in the hyperhne subsection this mechanism is inefficient and the resulting

rate is predicted to depend on the external magnetic field as ^ BA [40]: according

to the calculations presented in this reference the rate will be less than k ~ Is-1 at

a magnetic held of 1 Tesla when considering the larger quantization energy in our

QDs.

3.3 Ground-state optical transitions of the

singly-charged dot

3.3.1 Four-level model

(a)

rll>

i.

Figure 3.3: (a) Four-level system in magnetic held along the growth direction, (b)
After transformation an effective A-system becomes visible.

A singly-charged QD is described as a four-level system with two ground states

and two excited states, coupled by two vertical optical transitions, as shown in

Fig.3.3(a). The ground state | j) (| J,)) with angular momentum projection mz —

+1/2 {m3 — —1/2) is coupled to an excited state (triori state) formed out of two

electrons in a singlet and a heavy hole | f j-ff) (| ti4J-)) with spin projection rnz =

+3/2 (mz = —3/2), according to optical selection rules by a+ (cr~) polarized optical

transitions. The states are defined as

Ä(ö Uîfr>

QK

lt>

Jtî1t>
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I T) — eQD,+l/2r)

U) = eJ,Di_1/2|0)
I ft) = ^il3/2|o>

| TUT/ =

eQD,-l/2eQD, I l/2'lQD,+3/2\Q/

where CqD n (tiQDlT) is the operator that creates an electron (hole) in the QD with

spin a along the z-axis and |0) is the vacuum (empty dot) state.

All four states undergo different Zccman shifts when an external DC magnetic field

along the z-axis is applied, leading to Zeeman splitting of the optical transitions.

A a+ polarized laser field is introduced at Rabi frequency Q.^ and detuning Ao; =

^o — Ml with uq the frequency of the trion transition and ujj, the laser frequency.

If only a a+ polarized laser field is present, the trion state with m2 = —3/2, i.e.

(| TIJJ.)) is inactive since the coupling strength is reduced by a factor exceeding 103

at magnetic fields larger than öOmTesla, due to a combination of selection rules and,

in the presence of a magnetic field, optical detuning 5. As we shall discuss shortly,

the weak spontaneous emission to the other spin ground state cannot be neglected

due to its long lifetime.

Thus, the system reduces to three levels; its quantum dynamics is fully described

by the corresponding optical Bloch equations. These are obtained from a density

matrix approach.

The system Hamiltonian reads

-^ -^Zccman ' ^Mnt,rad ' ** spin-reservoir \O.LA)

Then by tracing over the reservoir we obtain the master equation for the system

(reduced) density operator p

''From the measured light polarization in our experiment we obtain, that the unwanted a~-

component is suppressed by a 25x factor. An additional factor comes from the optical detuning
with respect, to the diagonal transition in magnetic field, with the laser being on the strong

transition. At B =6()mTesla, the detuning leads to a further suppression ~ 1/50, altogether

suppressing the unwanted excitation of the weak transition by more than 1200 x, increasing
with magnetic field. At fields less or on the order of the hyperfine field, spin ground states are

strongly mixed leading to all possible (vertical as well as diagonal) couplings in the four-level

scheme, thus creating two differently polarized A-systerns with equal decay rales to both ground
states. The presence of the (unwanted and mainly suppressed) a~ polarized light would just
increase the bidirectional optical spin pumping, which in any case takes place at roughly equal

rates, by a small amount. In these considerations, heavy-light hole mixing has been neglected;
for more details we refer to Section ,'3.3.4.

(3.21)
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d
„

1 -

-T,P = Tt[Ho,P] + -^relaxation (3.23)
di ift

The term HQ = #zeeman + Hintjad describes the unitary dynamics and /^relaxation

results from the interactions with reservoirs.

In the following we will discuss the different ingredients of this master equation.

With a magnetic field along the z-axis Bext = Bz — (0, 0, £?*), the total magnetic

field at the QD is

B = BZ + BN (3.24)

where the nuclear magnetic field (second term) is only seen by the electron spin, but

not the hole spin. The Zeeman Hamiltonian then reads using (3.10)

Hzeemsm = HZ,e + Hz,h (3.25)

Uz,c = fJePhB à

— fi£lH(t)âx + hwzâz

Hz,h = 9hßöBz os

with unit) as defined in (3.12). In addition,

hüJz = 9c^b(Bz + BNtZ(t)) (3.26)

The interaction with the radiation held in semi-classical form is

#int,«d = tiQR (eiA"%Dt 1/2^A+3/2 + h.c.) (3.27)

Here, the laser detuning is Ad = uj0
— uj, and the Rabi frequency is Ur. For

simplicity we use the notation
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|1> = \l) (3-28)

|2> = IT)

|3> = \U1t)

tin can be written as

ujz nn{t) » \

Ha = h\ QH(t) 0 QR

0 QR tun ~ tu,J

(3.29)

We note here that a separation of timescales, i.e. Q,n(t) ~ Qh can be done, since

the time evolution of fi^(i) is much slower than all the timescales over which the

Kystem reaches steady-state.

^»phi-reservoir refers to the interaction of the QD spin with the thermal reservoirs

of electron spins and phonons.

^-"spin-reservoir -"-"charge ~T~ -^ph,eff i^-"^j

In our three-level model, each spin-reservoir coupling is treated as an incoherent

relaxation rate k,; coupling states |1) <-+ |2) bidirectionally. The total rate of spin

relaxation, identical with the inverse of the spin Ti time (k~1 — Ti), is the sum of all

contributions k\,. We note that all k\ depend on external magnetic and/or electric

field.

— ^'cotuimel V, *
y i ^-"extj ~r ^'phoiioii {-"exl ) "T ftexp

Here, we have included a term that describes an experimentally induced spin re¬

laxation rate nexp. Unless specified otherwise, this relaxation is absent, but can be

invoked by large-amplitude gate voltage modulation in electron cycling experiments

as discussed in Section 3.4.

After adding the relaxation terms due to the coupling to the thermal bath of

radiation field modes (spontaneous emission terms) at rate F, the relaxation terms
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in the Lindblad form are [57]

-Relaxation =
g (2^"23^32 - <?33P

- ßa?>?,) (3.32)

+ f n(2â12pâ21 - â22p - pô22)

+ % (n+ l)(2â21pâ12 -àuf>-p&u)

Here, âab — \a){b\ is the projection operator, P is the spontaneous radiative de¬

cay rate of the optical transition and k the total spin relaxation rate. At tem¬

peratures smaller or comparable to the electronic; Zeeman splitting kT < E%tP,

a Boltzmann factor n = 1 /(exp(gepßDjkT) — 1) needs to be taken into account

which leads to thermalization of the electron spin, i.e. in the absence of light

Pn/p22 — CXP(—Ez^lkT), where Ez>l. is the electronic Zeeman energy. In the case of

exchange coupling, the n terms cannot be regarded as an occupancy; it can however

be shown that a similar factor appears in the co-tunneling rate (3.17) when Zeeman

splitting is taken into account 6.

We note, that coupling of the trion states due to hole spin relaxation has been

neglected here. This issue is discussed in Section 3.4.7.

The optical Bloch equations are derived from the master equation (3.23); including

rotating-wave approximation and taking the limit of Ez <C kT which eliminates the

Boltzmann factors, the optical Bloch equations read using the basis states introduced

in (3.28)

^Including Zeeman splitting, relation (3 17) can be written in the form kj _>j
—

exp(-hiuJ(2kT))ftd£A(E)f(E) and similarly Kt_>r
- exp(hujz/(2kT)) JedEA(e)f(e) with

/(e) = [(1 + exp(e + fwz/(2kT)))(l + exp(e - fiw,/(2fcT)))]_
'

In (3.32), the *rl term has

to be replaced by «t_.j,, whereas the k(ü + 1) is replaced by rej_>f As a consequence, the

ratio of spin-up versus spin-down state occupation is governed, as one would expect, by the

Boltzmann factor K|_j/kj_^ — cxp(-frwz/(kT)
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dt
Pu = i

d

dt
P22 = 1

d

dt
P33 = 1

d

dt
Pl2 = 1

d
/

dt
Pis = 1

d

A4 Pli = !

£Ih(P\2 ~ P'2l) + TW'33
~ *(Pll - P22)

-y (p'23 - P'i'i) + tân(p2\ - P12) + Tp-ii + *(pi 1
- P22)

-y (P32 - P2J - (I1 + 7/^)p.«

-yp'13 + i^//(pn - P22) - ftPi2

ÎÎR , ,
r + 7ftm + *

, ,

-ypi2
- M11P23 + (

2
1(MPi3

-y (p22 - P33j - li^Pl3 + (
2

' ~ 15UJ>P

with

Pis

P23

PVA *

P23 tJ

P^it

,iwLt

We have fa = fav fa = fa2, p'A2 = fa^ and pn + p22 + p.33 = 1.

3.3.2 Dressed states and rate equation description of spin

pumping

In order to gain a better understanding of our 3-level system we apply a dressed-state

formalism. Hereafter, wc will see that the 3-level system eventually is a A-systcm;

with some approximations it allows us to capture the main features of the spin

dynamics in the form of rate equations. We choose a new basis

|1> = |Ï> = cos0|l)-sin^|2)

|T) = |2) = sin0|l)+cos0|2)

|m> = |3> = |3)

(3.33)

with (ft — i1fj/u)z. In order to simplify the calculations we put the constraint <f> <C

1 and only take into account first-order terms in (ft. The transformation which

diagonalizes the coupling to the quasi-static nuclear (Overhauser) held can then be

written as
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H - SHS] (3.34)

p — SpS'

with S explicitly given by

(3.35)

and S'^'S = I. The transformed Hamiltonian is

dz 0 Qr^

H0 = h\ 0 Ü ilRi2 I (3.36)

Qr,\ Qr,2 A.w

The off-diagonal terms due to Qh have been eliminated and it is obvious from the

Hamiltonian (3.36) that both ground states couple to the excited state via an optical

transition. The spontaneous emission terms are given by

fiX^iaxation,!^ = \ (25a235t p Sa,2S* (3.37)

—Sa-^S'p — pSa33S^

For the new projection operator Sa^S^ we obtain

5(723S '
= 0<7j3 + a<i^ (3.38)

and the conjugate relation. Here, a~~ = \i)(j\. Using this with the previous relation,

we obtain
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^relaxations5f = - (2<7îa f) (T3J
-

Œ^p
- fJŒ^) (3.39)

f

r

where 7 = </>2r and f = F. 5y = |z)(j| is the projection operator acting on p.

The first, 7 term corresponds to relaxation via a weak optical transition induced

by the hyperfine field, allowing for spin-hip Raman events and the second, T term,

describes relaxation via the strong optical trion transition.

The last term describes coherence induced by the spontaneous relaxation into a

superposition of drcssed-basis ground states at a rate proportional to the occupation

of the excited state p-VA. When multiplying with (2| from the left and |l) from the

right we obtain

4?2i = -20r^33 (3.40)
at

The same relation is obtained for p2I when multiplying with (1| and |2) respectively.

The transformed n terms keep the Lindblad form and we obtain for Ez,c <£ kT

7
--

'^relaxation,n q
(2N2lpNi2 ~Mup- pMn) (3.41)

+{2NupN2] - M22P- pM22)

with N2\ = Sa2\S\ N12 = N^,Mlt = S(t-uS^ and k = k.

The result of the transformation is shown in Fig.3.3(b): A single laser that inter¬

acted with the cr+ trion transition is now represented by two laser fields coupling

states |1) and |3) (|2) and |3), respectively). Effectively, the system can be decom¬

posed into two quasi-two-level systems with its own spontaneous emission rates,

Rabi frequencies and effective laser dctunings. We summarize for the |1) <- |3)

subsystem:

7 = <p2T (3.42)

ÙRti = (pila

Auji — Au + Dz
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for the 2) <-> |3) subsystem:

r == V

QR>2 == QR

ZW2 == Au>

(3.43)

In this first order approximation, the couplings of the dressed |2) <-> |3) system are

the same as for the bare |2) <- |3) transition.

In the following wc will discuss the properties of the transformed three-level system

with a resonant laser on the |2) <-> |3) subsystem, i.e. under the condition Auj = 0:

We start out with the system being in state |2) and we ignore state |1). After an

intermediate time i0 given by j~l » t0 3> T-1, the laser field induces a steady-

state occupation of the excited state pxx(to). Further, for times much longer than

(p:«(£o)7)-1 the system can also be found in state |1).

The net effect of this spin-flip Raman process is a transfer of occupation from

state 12) to state |1). Wc will refer to this process as optical spin pumping (OSP),

due to its similarity to experiments performed with atoms [26]. Further, we note

that a scheme that uses OSP for spin state preparation had been proposed in [58],

and state preparation has been experimentally demonstrated in [37].

In order to obtain the OSP rate that transfers the system from state |2) to state

|1) under the presence of a resonant laser (Au = 0), we assume the system is in

state 12). As already mentioned, 7 represents a weak escape channel only, and we

can work with the steady state occupation for the trion state |3), which is [24]

Ü2

p.,A(t = 00) - ^
^ (3.44)

P + 2^

The OSP rate from state |2) to |l) then is the trion steady state occupation times

the spontaneous emission rate into the weakly allowed channel:

K2-+1 = M* = °o) 7 (3-45)

The |l) ^ |3) sub-system has a spontaneous emission rate of 7, however the relax¬

ation of its excited state is governed by a strong escape channel which is determined

by the f rate. The rate of transfer from |1) to |2) is [24]
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/^2 =
_Üi£_

«
?M (3.46)

4^ + P 4^
V ;

Using (3.42) to (3.46), the time-averaged ratio of ground state occupations is ob¬

tained under the condition that ft -C Ri^2,R-2^i

jfe _ Ri^2
=

r2 + 2tfR
^

r2

Pll #2-1 4w2 + f2 4£j2

The approximation on the right hand side is valid in the limit of a weak incident

beam (i1R <C T) and a Zeeman splitting largely exceeding the trion decay rate

(uz » T). Under these conditions, from (3.44) follows that ^33(00) <£ 1, such that

together with tr(p) = 1 we can safely assume

P11+P22-I (3.48)

and we obtain

/^(* = oc)«—^j (3.49)
1 + T^

In the case R\^2 <£ ft, /?2-*i the ratio of ground state occupations is

P22 k

and together with (3.48) we obtain

(3.50)

Mt = oo) « ^ (3.51)

c _

7 ^

Hence in the case of ftxed laser intensity i.e. constant Q2R, the spin-state occupations

are determined by the ratio of OSP rate versus spin relaxation rate.
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3.3.3 Numerical Studies

The derived formalism considéra a static; randomly oriented nuclear field. Within

a measurement time BN changes ^100 times. In order to calculate measurable

quantities such as lincwidths and peak heights as functions of electric and magnetic

field we have thus performed numerical simulations: For a given set of parameters

the steady-stale solutions of the optical Bloch equations as given in Section 3.3.1 are

numerically evaluated, in particular Im(/r;23(cx))) is linked to the absorption (details

in Section 3.4). A fluctuating hyperfine field is implemented by pulling three random

numbers BNji following (3.5). From Bn,xV) using (3.11), state-mixing strength VLh

(3.12) a,nd pure Zeeman splitting uz arc calculated before evaluating the density

matrix steady-state. This procedure is repeated in order to average over ^100

random settings of the hyperfine field. In the cases the simulation could not be

performed throughout the whole parameter space, we confirmed in key regimes that

results agree well with that of a static Overhauser field with equal magnitude in

x,y,z: From (3.5) and (3.12) we obtain for the rms-value of ttn(f)

<«4 W> = (^f)2^> = (^)2% (3-52)

Here, the assumption for the observed absorption 0 to be made is

<e(tfW*))> « e((s^(0)) (3.53)

i.e., the averaging over the absorption strength for different settings of the hypcrfine

field approximately equals the strength of absorption for the average field magnitude,

equal in x, y, z.

3.3.4 Hole mixing

Valence-band mixing, as described by the Luttinger Hamiltonian [59], is a well-

known feature in quantum wells. Similarly, it is expected to play a role in quantum

dots. With valence-band mixing, a heavy hole acquires a small contribution of light

holes and vice versa such that the effective hole state as it was defined in (3.21) has

the form

| fî)hm.x = (hQD,+:,/2 + e+hQD,+l/2
+ ^QD.-lß) I0) (3'54)
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with |e±| -C 1. Pscudopotential calculations for self-assembled InAs QDs yield

admixtures on the order of a few percent [60], As it has been pointed out in [4]

valence-band mixing would have a major impact upon the effective optical selection

rules by introducing a diagonal relaxation channel between states |3) and |1) due to

the admixed light hole component of state |3). Two cases have to be distinguished:

First, the mixing contribution associated with e+ further leads to an effective co¬

herent laser coupling in addition to the coupling induced by hyperflne interaction

(oc î-^l^Ir) at a detuning Au + uz as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). Second, the e_ part

essentially only appears as a relaxation channel without coherent laser coupling, as

the dipole moment of this linearly polarized transition lies along the propagation

axis of the laser beam and therefore cannot be excited. Hence the following diagonal

relaxation terms arc added to equation (3.32) 7

^rclax.hm = —(M.-j^l -

U^p
- p(J-iA) (3.55)

with 7hm - N2r - (|£+|2 + |£_|2)r.

This diagonal rate leads to OSP in a way similar to the 7 channel enabled by

hyperhne interaction. The main difference between hypcrfme-indueed OSP and

valence-band mixing induced OSP is that the first one is magnetic field dependent

as discussed previously, and the latter is not: the valence-band mixing strength e

is expected to be independent of magnetic field, as long as the Zeeman splitting is

much smaller than the heavy-light hole splitting (A/,, >10meV), which is true for all

xealistic experimental magnetic fields. Since the hyperhne-induced OSP rate drops

with magnetic field 7 oc D~2, hole-mixing induced OSP should dominate at high

fields. From our measurements at high magnetic fields (Fig.3.9(b)) we extract a 7^
of 2 ± 0.8/js which yields a hole mixing strength of |e| ~ 2.2%. This \e\ value is

indeed much smaller than f, but we also expect the exact value to vary from one

QD to another.

We note that a slightly tilted external magnetic field would yield identical dynam¬

ics in the absence of any hole mixing since it would lead to mixing of electronic states

induced by the in-plane component of the applied field. These two fundamentally

different mechanisms are experimentally indistinguishable for a fixed magnetic field

orientation. Therefore we repeated oui experiments as a function of sample tilt un¬

der a magnetic field. For a ±1.5" coverage of tilt in all directions our measurements

yielded no observable change in the measured quantity 7^m. Hence, we can safely

7Thi& can be been from (TlfThrmx KAi,t,d! J.) 7^ 0 as oppo,sed to (t|ff |Hmt,Iid| |) = 0
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state that the inherent hole mixing in our QDs indeed dominates over small-angle

tilt-induced mixing of electronic spin states.

3.4 Single dot absorption spectroscopy with resonant

laser

3.4.1 Experimental method

The experimental and theoretical aspects of the transmission measurements have

already been discussed in Section 1.6 and the absorption of a QD two-level system

has been given by equation (1.24). In order to link this to the absorption of the

3-level system of the singly-charged QD we use the effective A-systcm picture as

described in the previous Section. With a resonant laser and large external magnetic

field along the z-axis i.e. Au; — 0, wz » f » 7, the 2^3 subsystem with strong

spontaneous emission rate f acts as the main scattering source. In the B —> 00 limit

only the strong transition contributes to light scattering; since in our dressed-state

transformation we assumed <f> <C 1,î1h < wz, we neglect the contribution of the

1 •«—> 3 transition.

Since in this limit light can only be absorbed if the 2 ^-> 3 transition is possible, the

amount of time-averaged absorption is proportional to the time-averaged occupation

of the bright spin state p22(oo). Hence we can perform a relative measurement of

^22(00) for varying magnetic field and gate voltage but keeping laser power and

detuning constant.

For an absolute measurement of ^22(00) we still need a calibration point, i.e. an

experimental value of 0 for a known ^22(00). In the absence of an external magnetic-

field the spin ground states can be considered to be fully mixed due to the in-plane

part of the Overhauscr field leading to 7 ~ T and a branching ratio of 77 = 1.

As a consequence the |1)-|3) and the |2)-|3) transitions equally contribute to light

scattering and fast back and forth ÜSP takes place, leading to a fully randomized

spin i.e.

pu(t = 00, B = 0) = p.22(t = 00, B = Ü) = -

and we obtain

(3.56)

(3.57)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Drop of absorption in the plateau center due to optical spin pumping.

The grey line is a numerical calculation, (b) Optical spin pumping rates i?2->i,

transferring the system into the dark state, and i?.1^2 the back-pumping rate.

3.4.2 Optical spin pumping

Fig.3.4(a) shows absorption on resonance on the blue Zeeman transition as a

function of magnetic field normalized to on-resonance absorption at Ü Tesla i.e.

Q(BUKi)/Q(Bext — 0). The gate voltage was kept in the plateau center i.e. in a

regime where K,cotunnei is minimal. The inset shows the corresponding raw laser

scans for 0 T (top) to 300 mT (bottom). The zero positions of the probe laser

detuning has been readjusted in the graphs to compensate the Zeeman splitting.

Absorption drops by nearly two orders of magnitude over the plotted range of

Bz — 0 to 300 mT. With a resonant laser in the weak excitation limit and Zeeman

splitting much larger than the trion transition lincwidth i.e. Aw = 0, u)x 3> T 3> 7

equation (3.49) yielded

p22(t = 00)
1 + M

all provided that the spin relaxation rate k <C #2-^1,-^1^2 which we can safely

assume for low magnetic fields [40] [51] and strongly suppressed exchange coupling

in the gate voltage plateau center. Consistent with (3.49), drop of absorption follows

a B~2 ex J2Z law indicated by the dashed line. For fields less than lOOmT (sec Fig.
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3.4(a)) the approximations included in (3.49) do not hold any more and f ^ 7.

Without any approximation the steady-state solutions of the optical Bloch equations

are evaluated (solid line) numerically; they are in excellent agreement with our data

at all magnetic fields. The Rabi frequency il in units of T for a given incident

laser power can be independently determined by saturation spectroscopy and power

broadening measurements. The radiative lifetime T-1— 0.8ns used in our simulation

is based on a measurement in as-grown dots [25].

3.4.3 Electron cycling

Given that the OSP rates Ri^2, R\^2 and the spin relaxation rate k are unknown the

experimental data shown in Fig. 3.4(a) do not reveal direct quantitative information

about 7. However, the branching ratio can be extracted using an rms-coherent

coupling (fi//(t)) given in (3.52)

7'-f + 7- <* -2BÏ
(3-58)

n is equivalent to the probability that the system decays via the 7-channel when

excited into a trion state.

To determine q we applied a large square-wave modulation (Amplitude 80mV

peak-peak) at different frequencies to the gate which in every cycle first loaded

another electron of opposite spin into the QD forming a singlet together with the

QD electron. Then one of the electrons was forced to leave, and as the tunneling

probability for each of the two electrons is equal the remaining QD spin was fully

randomized. The advantage of this technique which we will refer to as electron

cycling leads to enforced spin relaxation at a known rate Kexp (also refer to equation

(3.31)). In the case k ~ «exp ;§> i?i->2 i.e. enforced spin relaxation rate exceeds the

optical back-pumping rate i?2_i and 7 can be determined by a fit using equations

(3.50,3.51).

Fig. 3.5(a) shows absorption normalized to on-resonance absorption in the co-

tunneling regime; the data was obtained with electron cycling for different modula¬

tion frequencies and laser powers at a fixed external magnetic field Bz = 300 mT.

The upper, green points correspond to K,=54.3kHz, the middle, red point to k =19.3

kHz, and the lower, blue points to aî=3.3 kHz.

Using (3.56) and (3.51) the absorption ratio shown in the Figure can be written

as
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Figure 3.5: (a) Electron recycling measurements at three different frequencies, (b)
Check experiment as described in the text, (c) Intensity dependence at BZ=QT and

Z?z=100 mT without electron recycling.

"mplateau P'l'2 inplateaii

e,cotunnel /?22,cotunnel 2 + C
(3.59)

The grey lines are fits using this expression. Best match with the data can be

obtained with a total OSP rate8 7tot(300mT)=7(300mT) + 7/im= 1.6/vs"1 ,
where the

two contributions stem from nuclear spins and hole mixing, respectively. The hole

mixing-induced contribution can be independently determined from high-magnetic

field measurements to be 7^ — 2fis. Using the branching ratio (3.58) with T-1

= 0.8ns we then solve for the rms-nuclcar magnetic held and obtain i?nuc — 15mT

which is in good agreement with (3.9).

Fig. 3.5(b) shows a measurement that demonstrates the difference between elec¬

tron cycling (large amplitude modulation) and in-plateau (small amplitude) modu¬

lation: For in-plateau modulation we do not observe absorption (the noise level is

marked by the horizontal dashed line). In contrast, when large amplitude modula-

8Due to our square-wave modulation scheme inducing a non-exponential spin decay the conversion

from the known modulation frequency to Kexp rate does not need to include a factor of 2n. This

has been confirmed by comparing the result of a numerical simulation using square wave-shaped

spin relaxation to the outcome of a simple rate equation model including exponent ial decay of

spin.
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tion is applied absorption is paitially recovered due1 to forced spin lclaxation at a

controlled late /.,,„,,. as shown by the red peak in the figure. Fig.'A.5(e) was obtained

in the plateau center without electron cycling technique, showing on-resonance ab¬

sorption as a function of incident laser power. At 100 lnT (blue; squares) lelative

absorption is oik1 order of magnitude weakei than at 0 inT (red ciicles) due to OSP.

In both cases absorption exhibits weak dependence on laser power. This depen¬

dence arises from being in the vicinity of laser power îcquired for saturation, hence

a deviation from the assumptions of (3.49).

3.4.4 Peak shift in the plateau center

Fig..'{.6 shows lasci scans obtained at £L=150niT on the blue (a) and red (b) Zee-

man transition throughout the whole single-election plateau Absorption strength is

eoloi-coded. The line tilt is due to the quantum confined Htaik effect and pixeliza-

tion is due to experimentally limited voltage resolution. At gate voltages 395 inV

and 480 mV the two co-tunneling leginies show strong absorption when spin relax¬

ation is fast due to chaige icservoir coupling (foi details we refer to Section 3.2.2)

In the plateau centei hyperfine interaction dominates and leads to spin pumping
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and diop of absoiption as ahead; discussed Hoio we fuithei obscive a shift of

the spectial position of the absoiption peak m the pleatc ,iu tonici as (ompaitd (o

the to tunneling logimo This shift is dut t loti lo the led (blut ) lui the hint (led)

7eein,in tiansihon This lesembks cfletts one might expect foi dynamical nue leai

spin polan/ation (DNSP) [32 01] Hirst ollcttscan howevei bt oxtludcr] 9 Oui nu

nient al simulai ion is able to lepiodute this behaviom withoul taking into act omit

D±\SP as shown m Fig i 0(t ) and (tl) using the paiamrtris il = 0 0 T r~'=() 8ns

Zii„K = 15niT 7~'(_2//s 1 lie lmcshift m the pl.ittau tontet is d-() OCilI/ ioi both ltd

and blut tiansihon which is close to the clectiomc Zccm.in splitting at Ir>() mf
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line is obstiud and vice veisa

3.4.5 Peak broadening at plateau edges
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scans ha\e been latcially shifted 111 oidei to eliminate the /ooman shift In (b) the

mcustiicd hnewidths aie plotted ,is a fund ion of magnetic hedd (ied entks) along

with a cakukited cuivc (solid line) A bioadenmg lo almost double1 the /eio-hcld

line width appeals at magnetic he Ids between 00 mT and 80 111T at highoi fields

hneswidth becomes as naiiow as 111 the case B — 0
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the spin up state which 1< ids to nuclei! spin up penalization after in electron nuclei flip flop

inteiaetion As the livpeilme- eonstanl A is positive the <neif,\ ol the election spin dovn statt

is < ons( que ntly loweieel while the tnon states i< main untouch«! leading to a blue shift of the

red Zeeman optical tiansition whit h is be 111^ obseived I he same happens m the second ease-

when spin down nuclcai penalization is < le dee! uiclthe encif>\ of the spin up st ite is loweie d

igam leading to a blut shift of the obseived timsilion 11ns secnauo is e le ul\ opposite of

"what we obscive thus iulinn out tlie piesetice of an c flit lent DNS]1
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Figure 3.7: (a) Laser scans at five diffeient magnetic fields in the co-tunneling

lcgime. (b) Conesponding linewidth, showing a broadening at /?, «75 mï.

The physical icason ior the observed bioadenmg is very similar to that descirbed

in the pievious Se< tion 3 1. 1. Roth 7 <md T transitions contiibute m ,1 non-negligible

way to absorption and maximum is observed when Hi ,2
= /?2—1 condition is ful¬

filled. Consistently the linewidth mcieases as much as the electionic Zeeman split -

ting initially but drops at magnetic fields where V(B) 3> y(B) and a single transition

is established. Tu contiast lo Section 3.4.4. h is huge heie clue to co-tunneling and

annihilates the absorption drop caused by spin pumping hence making the transi¬

tion visible at all magnetic fields. The solid line is a calculated cuive using a ran¬

domly fluctuating Overhauser field with BUUI = 15mT, well reproducing this feature.

Othei calculation parameters were il — 0 61\ /i,„„ = 15mT. T [—0.8ns, ^rj, = 2.0/xs,

/i_1=2.5//s. We irote that in order to put as many constraints as possible1 on the

choice ol simulation parameters we have used the maximum co-tunnelnig-mduced

spin relaxation rate1 extiacted horn the data shown 111 Fig 3 8(b) The1 effect of 7/,m

on the simulation is negligible, advocating that the dominant OSP mechanism is

hyperfme inteiaction.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Voltage coarse scan across single-election plateau at i?.=3()()mT.

(h) Fine scan of the left co-tunneling peak, same magneti< held.

3.4.6 Coupling to electron spin reservoir

We have performed lasei scans as a function of gate voltage1 tlnougout the whole

single-electron plateau as defined m Section 3.2.2. The measured on-resonance ab¬

sorption signal for each laser scan is plotted in Fig. 3.8(a). The data has been

obtained at an external magnetic field of Bz—300 mT taking coarse voltage1 steps.

At gate voltages lower than 540 mV and higher than t>25 mV as maiked by

the shaded legions absorption drops below noise level indicated by the1 horizontal

dashed line. At these voltages the QD either becomes empty (left of point A) oi

doubly charged (right of point B). Absorption then vanishes since in those cases

the QD is not described by the trion level svstem any more, the optical transitions

for these gate- voltages aie not observed within our scanning window of 30 GHz

around the trion transitions. The unshaded part indicates the region where the QD

contains a single electron and as it has been mentioned before the co-tunneling rate

is maximum when gate; voltage is at the erossovei points A or B. Here, relaxation

via co-tunneling is faster than the optical pumping rates K(otu„„(,| 3> /?! >2,/?2-»i

leading to thermalization of the electron spin and thus strong absolution. The

scenario drastically changes when gate voltage is tuned to the center of the plateau.

Tiere, co-tunneling rate K(0tum„.| reaches its minimum where our numerical calculation
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predicts a drop oi as much as tiw orders of magnitude (also sec1 Fig. 3.2) eompaicd

to the crossovei points such that /i,,^,,.,^ <£ T{2 >]. Consequently the occupation of

the siiin states is governed by OSP (equation (.'5.49)) rather than Boltzmann factor

meaning that the spin is predominantly in the daik state and vanishing absorption

is obseived.

The seniilogaiithmie plot in Fig. 3.8(b) shows a voltage fine scan of the low

voltage plateau edge aiound the A crossover point obtained at /?~=30()mT. The

gate voltage foi point A is different from Fig. 3 8(a) as this data was taken on

another QD. Tho observed absoiption drops by half within a gate voltage detuning

of ±5mV from the maximum position This data demonstrates the enormous gate-

voltage dependence of this spin relaxation mechanism. The giay solid line is a

best-fit numerical simulation using expression (3.17) as spin relaxation rate showing

good accordance with the data. The co-tunneling rate at the maximum oi the peak

as determined from the fit is f-',,,^—2.5//S. The noise level is indicated by the dawned

line, it deviates from the one shown in (a) due to different experimental settings such

as lock-in time constants and filter slopes. Again on the left side of the peak the QD

is empty, yielding vanishing absorption below the noise level. The gradual decrease

of absorption is due to unite temperature. On the light side the spin pumping

legime is located; here1 some weak absorption tenia ins according to the occupation

of the observed spin state;, revealing the strength of spin pumping.

3.4.7 Coupling to phonon reservoir

Based on the theoretical estimates of Section 3.2.3 we now seek foi signatures of SO-

phonon induced spin relaxation at high magnetic fields. Fig.3.9(a) shows 2D plots

of color-coded absorption strength as a function oi laser detuning and gate voltage

foi font different magnetic fields obtained for the red Zeeman tiansition The scans

cover the whole single-electron plateau: excitonic Zeeman shift has been eliminated

1>V shifting the y-scale foi each 2D graph separately. The lineai dependence oi the

excitonic transition energy on gate voltage is due to the quantum confined stark

shift.

At 0 Tesla absoiption is clearly visible throughout the whole- plateau due to fast

spin flips with the neighboring nuclear spins. When a small magnetic held (13—0 IT)

is applied, absorption in the plateau center chops because of hypcrfine-induced OSP

as disuessed in the previous sections. Close to the plateau edges absorption still

lemains due to fast co-tunneling. At 0 5 Tesla incieasing OSP leads to further drop

of absorption. These absorption chaiacteristics in the plateau center remain the
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Figure 3.9: (a) Laser scans of the single-electron plateau at four diiferent magnetic

fields, showing recovery of absorption flue to phonon-induced spin relaxation (at 9.9

Tcsla). (b) Modelling of the normalized center absorption by a B'' dependence of

spin relaxation rale and a magnetic-iield independent 7/„„.

same up to 5 Tcsla, however absorption starts to conic back at even higher fields:

when the magnetic field is raised up to 9.9 Tcsla a significant recovery of plateau-

center absorption is observed. This cifecf cannot be explained by OSP which only

causes monotonous decrease of absorption nor by co-tunneling which is negligible in

the plateau center and hardly shows any magnetic field dependence. Owing to its

II' dependence however, phonon-assisted spin relaxation is a good candidate to be

responsible for the observed effects in the context of spin relaxation mechanisms.

Fig.3.9(b) shows the1 quantitative evolution of normalized absorption with mag¬

netic field i.e. the ratio of absorption in the plateau conter versus co-tunneling

regime (black data points). Further, the solid red line along with the grav shaded

region indicate calculated strength of absorption for 7^ — 2/vs with an uncertainty

of _L().8//s; the phonon-induced spin relaxation rate was hx>\imilin
— a^B'' with the co¬

efficient cv() — 0.031 in units of [T-,'sec-1]. Whereas /ipi,„,,on is strongly independent,

the hole mixing contribution 7/,„, has no /3-field dependence within the magnetic

field range considered hero. Therefore these1 two mechanisms have distinguishable

effects on Fig.3.9(b) and thus can be identified independently. The good agree¬

ment with the experimental data strongly suggests that in this regime of electric

and magnetic fields the dominant spin relaxation is indeed phonon-assisted. Fur-

WÊÊÊKÊÊÊÊÊÊUÊÊÊÊ
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the1! within oui uncertainty /i,lt!( ,,
matches well with the îesults that have been

previously obtained on an ensemble of solf-assomblod JuAs/GaAs QDs [5]

Ilioio arc two fundamentally different mechanisms which employ holes to yield

OSP Fust, hole mixing of strength c leads to an admixture of the light hole states

to the tnon states as duussed in section i i 1 Second holo-spm îtlaiation leads

to an incoherent coupling of the tnon states contubutmg to OSP In [02) hole spin

lolaxation late is pi edit ted to be below KP/soc and monotonie ally increase with

niagnetit held winch suggests that it is not the mam mechanism responsible loi

OSP We theiefoie neglect hole spin flips, further assuming that there- is no othei

efficient hole1 spm flip men danism at low magnetic fields Tn the hist mechanism OSP

is independent of magnetic field and the1 stiength is equal to the1 hyper fine-induced

OSP rate at ~1 Tesla At highei magnetic fields the bypeidue-induced OSP late

chops with B J, theiefoie hole mixing becomes the dominant OSP mechanism heie

3.5 Full interaction map
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Figure 3.10: Calculated absorption maxima foi the whole single-election plateau,

plotted as a function of magnetic and electric held (a) Laser resonant with red

Zoomaii tiansition (b) Same1, but foi blue Zecrnan transition

Tn the previous sections the tlnee dominant mechanisms acting on the1 condned

spin have1 been identified separately along with the two mechanisms loi OSP In this

final part we will piesent results of om numerical simulation based on parameters
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that have been measured or estimated before. The calculations have been performed

within a parameter space approximately overlapping with the full scale of our ex¬

perimental tuning ability of the static electric and magnetic fields. For details of

the simulation we refer to Appendix 3.3.3.

Fig. 3.10 shows calculated maximum values of absorption for the red (a) and the

blue (b) trion transition with a laser having the corresponding circular polarization.

Absorption strength is color-coded in logarithmic; scale as a function of gate voltage

detuning and external magnetic field.

All of the following points have been discussed in the previous chapters; here we

mention them briefly as a key to the plots: the necessary conditions for observing

strong absorption are either k » Ri^2,B,2^i or i?i_2 ~ ^2->i- Further, at large

magnetic fields B > 8 Tesla when Ez,e ~ kT the Boltzmann factor leads to a differ¬

ence of the spin ground state occupations and thus a difference between absorption

strength on the red and blue Zeeman transition.

In the plot we distinguish three different regimes of strong absorption:

1. Magnetic fields lower than the fluctuations of the hyperfine field (B <15

rriTesla). Here, fast bidirectional OSP due to hyperfine-induced state mix¬

ing leads to strong absorption.

2. High magnetic fi,elds (>5 Tesla). Here, ftphonon induces fast thennalization i.e.

K'phonon 3> -^1^2,-^2^1- The spin ground state occupation is mainly determined

by the Boltzmann factor leading to a lowering (increase) of absorption on the

higher (lower) energy spin state occupation (a) ((b)).

3. Large gate voltage detunings from the plateau center (ézjOmV). Here, co-

tunneling (ftcotunnei) is responsible for fast spin relaxation and appearance of

absorption.

An intriguing feature that becomes apparent now is the blue island in the center of

the color-coded spin relaxation plot. It marks the regime where absorption (i.e. all

reservoir interactions) is suppressed by five orders of magnitude, or in other words the

localized spin becomes maximally isolated hence the frequently used concept of an

artificial atom is meaningful. Within the scope of quantum information processing

this indicates the relevant regime of operation.
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3.6 Summary and Conclusion

We have investigated the dominant interactions of a confined electron spin in a sin¬

gle self-assembled QD by optical means and demonstrated the regimes where each

reservoir coupling becomes important. For magnetic fields B < lTesla, the dom¬

inant contribution to OSP stems from the fluctuating hyperflne held mixing the

electronic spin states and creating a weak channel for diagonal relaxation in the

trion four-level picture. Exchange and phonon-induccd spin-flip processes dominate

over hyperfine-induced spin pumping and establish a thermal steady-state at large

gate-voltage detunings and/or large external magnetic fields; in the plateau center at

intermediate magnetic fields the situation is reversed and spin pumping dominates,

strongly altering the state occupations away from thermal equilibrium values. Sig¬

natures of heavy-light hole mixing dominated spin cooling can be observed for fields

> 5Tcsla.

From a quantum control perspective these results demonstrate that the quantum

dynamics of a single confined spin can be significantly altered by externally con¬

trolled parameters such as electric and magnetic fields. A natural extension of this

study would be the investigation of spin decoherence in a single QD using similar

optical techniques. These measurements would require more advanced schemes such

as electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT). Further, knowledge gained on

single-electron spin dynamics can be utilized in the resonant optical study of more

complex systems such as coupled QDs or QDs with a single excess heavy-hole.
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4 Faraday Rotation from a single

spin

Ability to read-out the state of a single confined spin lies at the

heart of solid-state quantum information processing [1]. While

spin measurements using Faraday rotation (FR) of light polar¬

ization have been implemented in semiconductor spin ensembles

[63] [64] [65], single spin read-out has only been achieved using trans¬

port measurements[28] [9]. Here, we demonstrate an all-optical dis¬

persive measurement of the time-averaged spin state of a single

electron in a quantum dot (QD). We obtain information on the

spin state through conditional FR of a spectrally detuned laser, in¬

duced by the polarization- and spin-selective trion (charged QD)

transitions. To assess the sensitivity of the technique, we use an in¬

dependent resonant laser for spin-state preparation [37]. We infer

that there arc ~10 spin-flip Raman scattering events (i.e. back-

action) within our measurement timcscalc. Therefore, straightfor¬

ward improvements such as incorporating solid-immersion lenses

[66] [67] and higher efficiency detectors would allow for back-action

evading spin measurements, without the need for a cavity.

This chapter is based on publication [3]
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4.1 Motivation and Background

Theoretical proposals based on FR from a microcavity-embedded QD have suggested

that QND [68] measurement of a single spin could be implemented [69] [70]. Remark¬

ably, our observations suggest that the back-action evading spin measurement in the

basis defined by the Pauli operator rrz (the strong confinement axis) could be real¬

ized even in the absence of an optical cavity enhancing the FR. We estimate that the

QD scatters a photon every 2.2 microseconds; the role of these events is to leak state

information into the field reservoir, thus, inducing back-action on the rrz observable

and collapsing the state into a az eigenstatc. The spin-flip Raman scattering events,

which lead to back-action on the measured observable (crz), occur once every 2 to

20 milliseconds. Even though it is impossible to avoid Rayleigh scattering within a

measurement time yielding a signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio exceeding unity, spin-flip

scattering can be negligible if the ratio of the peak absorption cross-section to the

laser area {a^/Aj,) considerably exceeds the ratio between the rates of allowed versus

forbidden transitions i.e. the branching ratio r\ (given in (3.58)) into the spin-flip

scattering channel. We have determined that the branching ratio in self-assembled

QDs is between r/ ^ 10"^ to 10~4 and is primarily due to hypcrfmc-induced state

mixing.

Spin measurements could also be carried out using resonance fluorescence or ab¬

sorption experiments. However due to background Rayleigh scattering and limited

collection efficiency, the timescales needed to measure the spin state via resonance

fluorescence technique exceed the spin-flip timescales. Resonant absorption mea¬

surements are likewise limited by electrical noise that dominates over the shot noise

for laser intensities that do not saturate the QD transitions.

Figure 4.1 shows noise and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a DT experiment on

resonance a,s a function of laser intensity. At low powers the noise is limited by the

preamplifier stage np indicated by the green line. In contrast, for high laser power

> 500nW, photocurrent shot noise ns (blue line) dominates and the total noise given

by n2lot = n2p + n'j is indicated by the yellow curve. The SNR curve (dashed, gray

line) has been obtained using the total noise together with a typical saturation curve

similar to that shown in Fig. 1.10.

In order to reach shot noise limit, power has to be much higher than the power-

needed to achieve maximum SNR,. In other words: at the point where SNR is max¬

imum and hence highest measurement speed is achieved the total noise has still a

large contribution from the constant preamplifier noise. A potential way to over¬

come this limitation is the use of large off-resonant laser powers where shot noise
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Figure 4.1: Noise and signal-to-noise for the resonant DT experiment as used in the

previous chapters.

clearly dominates over electronic preamplifier noise. This situation can be realized

in a Faraday rotation experiment all provided that additional laser fluctuations can

be neglected.

4.2 Polarization-dependent response from a QD

Consider a polarization-selective detection scheme similar to the one shown in figure

4.2 detecting in a linear basis ex,ey. It is convenient to work with Jones vectors,

i.e.

The response of a QD with a spin-up electron to an excitation held polarized aJong

the x-direction is a+ polarized
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Figure 4.2: Polarization-sensitive detection scheme for Faraday rotation experiment.

EL = EL
1

0
-Evid — &qd

s/2
(4.2)

After rotation by 45° we obtain

Eh ~ ELT2 -* Elid — E,id-
1 -i

1 + i
(4.3)

Hence the QD fields' x and y polarized components carry different phase factors

which enter in the term with Rc{} of (1.20). Both the x and y polarized total

fields thus carry an equal mixture of dispersive (real part of agc(oo)) and absorptive

(imaginary part) QD response and the corresponding term in (1.20) reads after

removing all non-phase factors and faking <f>a = —i

Re
i±l.

instead of originally Re[krgB(oo) (4.4)

where the + (—) sign appears in the x(y)-polarized component of the total electric

field. The power on the two detectors can then calculated from the total field ETx

and Er,y in the x and y-polarized channel. Similar to section 1.6 the normalized

transmission for both polarizations TT/TTOff — 1 — 0r and Ty/Ty^ ~ 1 — 0y have
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to be evaluated:

=

<r„ r2/4 + r(g;Q-a;)/2
x

ArA(Lü0-oj)2 + rt + 2W
[ }

_

(T0 T2/4 - I>„ - u)/2

AL 4(lc;0 - lü)2 + r2 + 2Ü2

Here a factor of 1/2 has been added to account for the mismatch between the linear

excitation and the QD circular polarization. The sum then leads to the well-known

absorptive result whereas the difference is dispersive

The difference corresponds to a rotation of the linear polarization with the angle

given by

1 AT - AT

Hence, when the excitation polarization is chosen properly, absorption and disper¬

sion coexist in an optical field's response to a spectrally detuned optical transition.

While these responses are of comparable strength for small detunings, dispersive

response dominates over the absorptive part as the detuning is increased. Measure¬

ment of the dispersive response provides information about the ground (spin) state,

if the transition is spin-selective with optical selection rules, as is the case for a

QD confining a single excess electron [37] [34]. In this Chapter, we demonstrate a

measurement of a QD spin by detecting this dispersive response through FR of a

far-detuned linearly polarized laser.

A single electron confined in a QD presents a four-level system in the trion repre¬

sentation as it had been introduced in 3.3. The ground state consists of an electron

in | Î) (| I) ) state. The excited state | Uf) (| U-U-» corresponds to the QD

with two electrons forming a singlet and a hole with angular momentum projection

,lz ~ +3/2(—3/2) along the growth direction. The trion transitions are circularly

polarized as determined by the optical selection rules. If a linearly polarized laser,

e.g. [tt^], feels this transition, the [cr~] ([o"+]) polarization component acquires a

phase shift rotating the laser's polarization by an angle ß (—ß) in the linear basis.

Owing to Pauli Blockade [4], only one of these transitions is available at any given

time and the laser polarization is rotated in positive or negative angular direction
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conditional on the electron's spin state. In our results we exploit precisely this

spin-state-dependence of the laser polarization.

Figure lb illustrates our detection scheme. A polarized laser propagates through a

gated heterostructure incorporating QDs. A polarizing beam splitter distributes the

transmitted light into two linear polarizations in the rectilinear basis of (X, Y) and

directs each arm to a photodiode. Along with each detector's output (Tx and Ty),
stich a configuration allows us to measure their sum and difference simultaneously.

The sum (0+) normalized to the total incident laser intensity indicates a change

of photon number in the total light, yielding the absorptive response, while the

difference of the two normalized signals (©_) is linked to the polarization rotation

arising from the dispersive response.

In the absence of external magnetic field, the trion transition has twofold spin

degeneracy. Therefore, while we fully observe the absorptive response in the summed

detector signals, the dispersive response is exactly cancelled due to the fast spin-

flips induced by the hyperfine interaction [8]. Under an external magnetic field

however, the Zeeman splitting (Ez) lifts the spectral degeneracy of the two spin-

selective trionic transitions. Consequently, the dispersive response is expected to

appear along with the absorptive part in the spectral vicinity (A — lüq — uj -C Ez)

as it had been shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 shows how the sum Ö+/2 (black circles) and difference (-)_/2 (red

circles) signals from one of the Zccman-split transitions behave as a function of laser

polarization basis, when an external magnetic field of 1 Tesla is applied along the

strong confinement axis of the QD. The transitions are split by 26 GHz, which is M30

times larger than the total transition linewidth V, and the laser's response in the

near vicinity of the [(7~]-polarized transition linked to spin-down electronic state is

displayed. When the laser is also circularly polarized (left plot), it acquires an overall

phase that can not be detected leading to a purely absorptive signal (black circles).

Same scan with a linearly polarized laser (right plot) displays the dispersive response

(red circles) alongside the absorptive (black circles): since the acquired phase is now

relative, it leads to a linear polarization rotation. The solid gray lines arc fits using

(4.7) for the dispersive QD response. Both curves in the case of linear excitation

have aQ/AL = 0.14%, Q'2R = F2/2, and V = 466MHz X 2tt, as obtained from line-

broadening in saturation spectroscopy, where FWHM=2y/(r/2)2 + i~l2R/'2. At such

small detuning with respect to Zeeman splitting, the laser experiences FR primarily

due to one Zeeman transition nearby. The data presented here is obtained in the

cotunneling regime to avoid spin pumping [37]. We note here that similar dispersive

response signatures of single QDs have recently been reported [16]. In contrast to the
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Figure 4.3: QD sum and difference response (0±) for both circularly (left) and

linearly (right) polarized excitation.

work presented here, the dispersive signals observed there are polarization and spin

independent and arise from an interference effect that depends on the QD position

with respect to the laser focal spot in a planar Fabry-Perot cavity.

4.3 Off-resonant Spin Measurement

We now consider probe-laser detunings that arc larger than Zeeman splitting

(A 3> Ez), where the difference signal arises from a competition between the two

transitions. Figure 4.4 shows the difference signal when the probe laser is blue-

detuned by 20 GHz to 40 GHz with respect to the [<r+]-polarized transition obtained

in a 60-sec measurement timescale per point. The black circles display the difference

(offset) signal when the preparation laser is left detuned from the two Zeeman tran¬

sitions: in this case, no state-preparation is implemented and the electron spin-state

is effectively thermalized being close to a completely mixed state; since spin-flip

events occui on timescales short compared to our measurement timescale.

As gate voltage is increased, the Zeeman-split optical transitions experience an

equal strength of DC-Stark shift. Consequently, the detuning of the probe laser with

respect to the two transitions is also decreased, creating an offset signal in accor-
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Figure 4.4: Faraday rotation for spin-up state (red circles) and spin-down state

(blue circles) averaged over a probe laser detuning of 30 GHz to 45 GHz. Black

circles: Preparation laser far-off resonance.

dance with the incommensurate detunings and partial cancellation of the Faraday

rotations. The red circles display the difference signal when the weak pieparation

laser is in the near-vicinity of the [<r~]-polarized Zeeman transition. At 415 mV

gate voltage the preparation lasei hits resonance and the election is spin cooled

to the spin-up state with near-unity fidelity clue to state-mixing induced spin-flip

Raman transitions. Therefore, we no longer observe the différence of two dispersive

responses, rather the full signal due to one spin-state. Figure 2b is a similar mea¬

surement when the preparation lasei is tuned to resonance with the [a+]-polarized
Zeeman transition again at 415 mV gate voltage, preparing the electron in the spin-

down state. The full dispersive signal from a single electron spin is recovered, but

now with opposite sign indicating FR in the opposite direction. The amplitude of

this signal is less than that of figure 4 4(left) in accordance with the additional de¬

tuning of Ez — 26GHz due to Zeeman splitting. Beyond 450 mV gate voltage, the

QD charging state switches from one excess electron to two electrons forming a spin-

singlet ground state. Since the trionic transitions are no longer present beyond this

point, the laser experiences no dispersive response. Figure 4.5 shows the 60-sccond

time-averaged FR angle obtained from the dispersive signal for various probe laser

and preparation laser detunings. The red (blue) eiieles coirespond to the FR angle

in response to the spin-up (spin-down) prepared state at 30 GHz (56 GHz) detuning.

The red (blue) squares correspond to the FR angle for a probe detuning of 66 GHz

(92 GHz). The corresponding grey circles (squares) indicate the FR angle when the

electron spin is left in a thermal mixed state. The white circles indicate the signal
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Figure 4.5: FR angle obtained for various probe- and preparation-laser detunings.

level when the QD has a spin singlet of two electrons. The dashed curves indicate the

theoretically expected FR, angle for each case studied experimentally. The hatched

areas mark the gate voltage values for which the quantum dot is charged with two

electrons. The yellow and orange areas are a guide to the eye. As expected, the FR,

angle reaches positive (negative) maximum value when pure spin-up (-down) state

is enforced. When the electron spin is left in a thermal mixed state, the value of FR,

angle is reduced for probe-laser detunings much larger than Zccman splitting (56

GHz and 92 GHz vs. 26 GHz, respectively).

Figure 4.6(a) displays a full map of the dispersive signal at a 100-msec measure¬

ment timescale per data, point, plotted as a function of gate voltage and probe-laser

detuning when the preparation laser is [<r+]-polarized. The center frequency of the

probe laser is detuned 92 GHz (-^200 times T) for the top figure and 56 GHz for

the bottom figure. Once again, 415 mV-gate voltage marks the preparation of spin-
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Figure 4.6: Dispersive signal aü a function of gate voltage and probe laser detuning.
At 415 mV the electron is prepared in the spin-down state (left plot) and spin-up

state (right plot), respectively. The Faraday rotation angle at 415 rnV is displayed
in the middle plot along with the theoretically expected behavioi.

down state. Figure 4.6(b) is a similar measurement when the preparation laser is

[cr~]-polarized to prepare spin-up state on lesonance. Due to Zeeman splitting, the

probe laser is detuned 66 GHz foi the top figure and 30 GHz for the bottom figure.

The signal from a spin in a mixed state remains identical, while the signal from

the optically prepared spin switches sign. The middle plot displays line projections

of the FR angle at 415-mV for both cases, which are in accordance with the ex¬

pected inverse detuning (A-1) dependence. Achieving spin read-out that is fast

with respect to spin-flip dynamics, i.e. T\ time, is only half the story. If, duiing this

measurement, back-action on the measured observable (az) occurs on a timescale

still faster than the natural spin-flip times, then the measured dynamics will be dis¬

torted by the back-action. Therefore, while the measurement time can be reduced

with technical improvements, it is essential that the probability of a back-action

event in the form of spin-flip Raman scattering remains small within the Ti time,

i.e. Tmeas„re < T] < Tt,ac^.action. We can not claim a QND or back-action evading

measurement here, since during the required measurement time to obtain a unity

SNR level (100 msec), between 5 to 50 back-action events occur (for a branching
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ratio of // — 10~4 and 10—3, respectively). This limitation arises from the fact that

our optical system has a numerical aperture of 0.5 and a photo-detector efficiency

of 10 %: under these conditions, (cr0/AL) can not safely exceed the branching ra¬

tio. By using a combination of index-matched solid-immersion lenses ( n'oaAs ~ 12)

and commercially available higher efficiency photo-detectors [66], achieving a ^100-

fold improvement of {uG/Aj) is plausible. It would then be possible to effectively

eliminate spin-flip Raman scattering from the probe laser within the anticipated

measurement time of ~10 msec. In fact, based on the predicted phonon [53] [5] and

co-tunneling [33] limited spin-flip times, we could envision resolving spin quantum

jumps with these improvements. Alternatively, incorporating gated structures into

photonic crystal nano-cavities [71] is demanding, but the existence of a far-detuned

cavity mode can well be the way to obviate measurement back-action, at the same

time allowing for coherent resonant manipulation of spins. We note that a simi¬

lar time-averaged single-spin measurement has been performed, where partial spin

preparation is achieved via an above-bandgap laser [72].
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5 Outlook

5.1 Towards TV-shot measurement of a single spin

A major challenge would be the realization of an all-optical single-shot readout sim¬

ilar to the experiment performed on lithographically defined QDs in [28]. Here,

the findings about the Faraday rotation measurement as demonstrated in chapter

4 can be used; the condition to be satisfied is that the measurement time must be

shorter than the spin relaxation time; the spin relaxation time in turn has a contri¬

bution from the natural spin relaxation determined by phonons and cotunneling as

discussed in chapter 3 as well as a contribution that stems from the measurement-

induced spin-flips (back-action). The most intriguing feature of such a single-shot

measurement would be the appearance of spin quantum jumps i.e. instantaneous

switches between two levels of the detected signal corresponding to the electron be¬

ing in the spin-up or spin-down state. While it is commonly accepted that this kind

of experiment could be realized incorporating a cavity to enhance the effective spin-

light interaction, the challenge is to realize it without the help of complex nanostruc-

tures introducing their own technical burden. Using solid-immersion lenses (SILs)

Figure 5.1: Double-SIL assembly developed in collaboration with Boston University.

the laser spot area can be reduced and the same signal i.e. absolute rate of scattered

photons can be achieved with a lowei incident laser power which in turn results in a
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reduction of shot noise and laser fluctuations. As a consequence a shorter measure¬

ment time Tm is possible whereas the back-action time Tback-action remains constant.

In the case rm < rbtlck.action a single-shot measurement is possible; if rm ~ rback_action,

still an Af-shot measurement can be performed allowing for the extraction of the

total spin relaxation time. In collaboration with Boston University (BU) a double-
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Figure 5.2: Power dependence using a GaAs-SIL, with and without correction for

the drop of signal due to the lock-in detection scheme.

SIL assembly has been developed as shown in Fig.5.1. The hemispheric SILs are

made from GaAs (n = 3.5) in order to achieve a small focal spot and a theoretical

improvement of up to (x3.52 = 12.25) is expected. Fig.5.2 shows a power sweep

similar to Fig. 1.10 but using a GaAs hemisphere mounted on the top surface. The

contrast i.e. relative absorption is enhanced by a factor > x4 which represents the

average experimental improvement for the investigated QDs, compared to the case

without SIL. The improvement in contrast shows that we are on the right path, but

it is still below the required level for a single-shot spin measurement.

It is technically easier and nevertheless appealing to realize a so-called N-shot

readout (with N > 1). Here, a protocol as shown in Fig.5.3(left) is needed which

is composed of a spin state preparation part and a consecutive measurement period

where the signal is recorded as a function of time. Averaging separately every

single point in time over A" sequences should then exhibit an exponential decay

yielding the effective spin relaxation time r. At low probe laser intensities, r should

remain constant as sketched in Fig.5.3(right). In this regime it is only determined by

the natural spin relaxation. In contrast, at high probe laser powers measurement-

induced spin-flips should dominate. The AT-shot experiment would complement the

' with correction
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indirect measurements of relaxation time shown in chapter 3 and further allow for

the observation of spin relaxation at intermediate magnetic fields where relaxation

time is at its maximum.

Preparation
0n 1

""" °«-J
1

On

Measurement

Off

0

*M

l0~

0)

"-^-«vwçr-
„'VA/

\

->,—p.

Probe Laser Intensity

Figure 5.3: Left: Timing protocol for iV-shot measurement. Right: Expected de¬

pendence of relaxation time on probe laser intensity.

5.2 Going further

As already mentioned, the incorporation of an off-resonant cavity is expected to

reduce the number of back-action events that occur during a spin measurement

down to below unity, allowing for a spin quantum jump measurement or single-shot

spin readout. Further the Faraday rotation measurement can be used to create

entanglement between two spins when applied to a double QD e.g. two QDs located

in two separate stacked layers. The double-spin system is projected to an entangled

state if the measurement outcome for the total angle of rotation due to both spins

is exactly zero.

A next step following our study of spin relaxation presented in chapter 3 would

be the investigation of spin decohcrence in a single self-assembled QD using simi-

lai optical techniques. These measurements would require more advanced schemes

e.g. using electromagnetically-induccd transparency (EIT) or coherent population

trapping (CPT) [73-75]; here, an external magnetic field in the QD plane would be

needed to eieatc the necessary A-systcm. Further, EIT could lead to understanding

and control of the dynamics of the nuclear spin ensemble: the observation of a spec¬

trally narrow EIT dip would project the quantum state of the nuclear field ensemble

onto a subset leading to a narrowing of the nuclear field distribution, similar as

discussed in [76].

In the context of coherent spin manipulation the findings presented here pave

the way for election-spin resonance (ESR) measurements, as well as for stimulated
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Raman transition. Further, arbitrary rotations on the Bloch sphere should be possi¬

ble using microwave pulses and laser pulses, when operating with repetitive timing

protocols such as preparation —> manipulation —> detection.
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